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I-OVERVIEW&FACTS

A. Overview - the Federal Courts' Promise Doctrine is Illegitimate

1. This appeal concerns the invalidation of a patent claim to an undoubted invention, found

otherwise valid but for the operation of the doctrine of "promised" utility, or promise doctrine.

2. The patent system has often been described as a "bargain" involving "consideration".

However, the patent bargain between the inventor and the public is not akin to a negotiated

contract consisting of promises or guarantees. The law of patents is wholly statutory and the

bargain is a creature of statute, no more and no less. The Federal Court Appeal acknowledges

that the utility requirement under its promise doctrine is beyond what the statute requires. The

question of law on this appeal is, foremost, the doctrine's proper existence.

3. ln 1994, AsftaZeneca applied for a patent in Canada for optically pure salts of two

compounds, the (+) and O enantiomers of omeprazole. AstraZeneca ultimately commercialízeda

salt of the optically pure (-) enantiomer known as esomeprazole (Compound) as its successful

drug NEXIUM. In 1994, the Compound was new, it was not obvious, and it was understood in

the field to be useful to inhibit gastric acid secretion. The 653 patent asserted patent rights only

over the Compound, and not the (+) enantiomer. The Compound was claimed in claim 8 of the

patent. Its use to inhibit gastric acid secretion was claimed inclaim26.

4. AstraZeneca did everything the Pqtent Act called for. The Compound claimed was an

invention, as defined in the statute: a new, unobvious, and useful composition of matter. There

was no allegation or finding that the Compound was inadequately described in the patent, or that

the patent misled the reader.

5. Yet the entire patent was found invalid under the promise doctrine because AstaZeneca

was also required to justify a statement in the patent that the trial judge found was a critical

patent promise. AstraZeneca had to justiff why the Compound (and the (+) enantiomer) was

thought to "give an improved therapeutic profile such as a lower degree of interindividual

variation" when the patent was applied for.

6. V/ithout dispute, AstraZeneca did pursue an improved therapeutic profile. It conducted

non-clinical studies before filing and clinical studies after filing which indicated that the
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Compound has improved properties and does reduce interindividual variation. If anything,

AstaZeneca may have been remiss if it had not disclosed this contemplated use, as reflected in

its ongoing studies. Yet, by imposing an onerous test of justification, the statement was held

against AstraZeneca to deny patent rights over its Compound which was actually invented in

good faith.

7. This appeal asks this Court to examine the utility requirement under section 2 of the

Pqtent Act ínthe context of the statutory regime and this Court's jurisprudence. The appeal asks

this Court to find that the promise doctrine is not supported by the Act and the underlying "patent

bargain". In AstraZeneca's submission, the first proper question is always, what is the subject-

matter of a claim purposively construed. Only if a particular use or result is an essential part or

element of the claimed subject-matter so construed must it be useful for that specific use or

result. Only in this sense, is there any promise because the rights granted under the Patent Act

hinged on it. As the trial judge found that no particular use is essential to claim 8, purposively

construed, the utility requirement was satisfied because its subject-matter was understood to be

useful to inhibit gastric acid secretion.

B. Background

8. Proton pump inhibitor (PPI). The compound claimed in the 653 patent is one

enantiomer of omeprazole, known as esomeprazole.r It is a PPI, used to reduce the amount of

acid produced in the stomach. Like other PPIs, it acts by blocking acid producing proton pumps

within gastric parietal cells. PPIs are useful as inhibitors of gastric acid secretion and for the

treatment of gastric acid-related diseases (trial decision, paras l, 64; l).2

g. Omeprazole - widely studied and successful. AstraZeneca, the patentee of the 653

patent marketed the first PPI, omeprczole. It became a widely successful "blockbuster" drug and

the gold standard of PPIs (trial decision, paras 315,317)'

10. Omeprazole is given to patients orally and absorbed in the upper intestine. It first passes

t Omepratole is racemic, meaning it is a 50:50 mixture of the (+) and (-) "enantiomers"
(compounds of identical chemical elements differing only in their 3-D spacial arrangement as

mirror images; trial decision, pafa 57). Esomeprazole is the (-) enantiomer.
2 Bolded numbers denote the tab(page) in the record or book of authorities.
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through the liver where the drug is metabolized. In most patients, about half of the drug is

broken down in this first pass. These patients are described as rapid metabolizers (RMs). A

small percentage of the population metabolizes omeprazole more slowly (SMs), resulting in more

omeprazole in the bloodstream and thus more being available to inhibit stomach acid production.

All of this was known by the time the application for the 653 patent was filed in }i4ay 1994

(report of Apotex's expert, Dr. Meyer, paras 69-7I, 75-77; L9(135-136' 138)); report of

AstraZeneca' s expert, Dr. Tracy, paras 8 0-90 ; 2l(209 -215)).

1 1. Omeprazole successor project. To try to improve upon omeprazole, AstraZeneca and

its competitors in the field investigated compounds with structural similarities (analogues) to

omeprazole. That omeprazole was the gold standard contributed to the investigation of

omeprazole analogues rather than its individual enantiomers (trial decision, paras 316-318, 340).3

It was also not known or obvious how to obtain highly pure omepnzole enantiomers (para 336).

12. Inventor's pursuit of omeprazole enantiomers. It was a personal side project of

Sverker von Unge, a scientist at AstraZeneca, which led to optically pure salts of the individual

enantiomers (paras 337-341). Employees of AstraZeneca \ryere given time to pursue projects of

personal interest. Von Unge's interest in separation methods over the course of two years

ultimately led to his making the highly optically pure enantiomers in salt form suitable for

pharmaceutical use (trial decision, para 77; 653 patent, page 4lines l-22, Examples [4(150, 158-

16s)l).

13. Patent application. A patent application for these salts was first f,rled in Sweden in May

1993. In May 1994, AstraZeneca filed an international patent application under Ihe Patent

Cooperation Treaty (PCT) claiming priority from the 1993 Swedish application. Under the PCT,

a single international application forms the basis for patent protection in most countries of the

world. The PCT application led to the 653 patent application in Canada, with the same May

1994 filing date. The application described optically pure salts of both the O and (+) enantiomers

as novel compounds of the invention. The issued 653 patent claimed only the salts of the o
enantiomer, esomeprazole. (See 653 patent cover [4(146)].)

3 It was expected that both enantiomers have PPI activity (trial decision, para 165) but it was

possible that one of the enantiomers is metabolized more slowly, making it more available for
PPI activity in the stomach (Meyer report, para64; f 9(133-134)).
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14. Testing. As of the Canadian filing date several internal studies had been performed

which indicated that the enantiomers differed in their metabolic properties (trial decision, paras

135-136,212-213). AsffaZeneca concluded in the first human clinical study that a higher degree

of acid inhibition was obtained with esomeprazole compared to omeprazole because more

esomeprazole entered the bloodstream. Esomeprazole also reduced interindividual variation.

V/hen compared to omeprazole and the (+) enantiomer, esomepÍazole showed the lowest

variation in the amount of the PPI drug available between RMs and SMs (184/2871(9)-2877(13),

2881(23)-2882(7), 2883(17)-28Sa(17); 12(10-13)).4 This finding was consistent with the

prediction made in an AstraZenecareport (20(177-178)) based on studies completed by the frling

date. Esomeprazole was the omeprazole enantiomer that was further investigated and approved

for use in patients.

15. Commercial product. Esomeprazole magnesium is the active ingredient of the drug

marketed under the brand NEXIUM. It proved to be very successful (trial decision, para 1).

16. Apotex sold its generic version of esomeprazole'(para2) before the 653 patent expired,

precipitating the proceedings below.

C. Trial Decision: 653 Patent found invalid despite claim to new, inventive, and useful

Compound

17 . The claims.s Claims to optically pure esomeprazole salts (the "Compound") and certain

use claims were asserted against Apotex. As its sole defence to infringement, Apotex challenged

their validity, asserting that the claimed compounds were not new, not inventive and not useful.

18. The essential elements of the claims at issue below and on this appeal were construed by

the trial judge as follows (trial decision, paras 79-81):

. claim 8: a compound of claims 1 to 6 having an optical purity of 99.8% or greater

(claim 8 when dependent on claim 5 represents esomeprazole magnesium

having an optical purity of 99.\Yo or greater);

a Trial transcripts are identified by volume/page(line).
s A patent must describe the invention (disclosure) and end with one or more claims that define

the subject-matter of the invention over which exclusive rights are claimed. The statutory

requirements for patent grant are outlined below in part III, A(2).
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19.

o claim26 the use of the compounds of claims I to I for preparation of a pharmaceutical

formulation for inhibiting gastric acid secretion.

Two claims not in issue (because they were not asserted) should also be noted:

o claim 28: use of an optically pure compound according to any one of claims I to 8 in

the manufacture of a medicament with a lower degree of interindividual

variation in plasma levels;

o claim2g use of an optically pure compound according to any one of claims 1 to 8 in

the manufacture of a medicament 'with an improved therapeutic profile

when treating gastric acid related diseases.

22.

23.

20. The trial judge adopted Apotex's construction of the inventive concept of claim 8: the

esomeprazole salts, including the magnesium salt, with a specific high optical purity (99.8% ot

greater) (trial decision, para 27 4).

21. The trial judge found the claimed Compound to be novel (para 258) and not obvious

(paras 365-366). The trial judge also found that a skilled person would have understood that the

claimed Compound would be useful as a PPI (para 162).

Apotex nevertheless succeeded in its utility attack under the promise doctrine

Disclosure-based promise. The attack hinged on a statement in the disclosure þara 3):

It is desirable to obtain compounds with improved pharmacokinetic and metabolic
properties
interindividual variation. The present invention provides such compounds, which are

novel salts of single enantiomers of omeprazole. [Emphasis in trial decision.]

24. Apotex argued that utility must be assessed against this "promise" of an improved

therapeutic profile in patients, and that failure to establish this promise as of the frling date

renders the entire patent void. AstraZeneca submitted that the sentences conveyed a prospective

goal of an improved therapeutic profile, not a guarantee that overarches every claim.

25. Apotex also argued that even if there was a sufficient basis for the promise of an

improved therapeutic profile at the time of patent filing, the patent was nonetheless invalid for

failing to disclose the basis for the sound prediction.
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26. No assertion of actual lack of "promised" utility. Apotex did not assert that the alleged

promise statement was wrong or misleading or that this utility was not confirmed in clinical trials

after the patent filing date.

27. Apotex's 'highest promise, minimal inventive concept' accepted. According to

Apotex, the inventive concept in claim 8 is only the compound of the specified purity and it does

not include any characteristics not claimed. Apotex thus urged the Court to read down the

invention for its obviousness and lack of novelty attacks while imposing the highest "promise"

for its inutility attack. Apotex was asked during closing submissions for the basis of its dual

interpretation (Direction; 1 4) :

... V/ith respect to the 653 patent what is the basis for Apotex simultaneously
advancing a broad interpretation of the promise of the patent which includes an

improved therapeutic profile and a nalrow interpretation of the inventive concept of the

patent which excludes an improved therapeutic profile (ie, optically pure salts of the

single enantiomer of omeprazole)?

28. Apotex responded that construing the promise is a disclosure-driven inquiry because it is

the "promise of the patent"; whereas construing the inventive concept is a claims-based inquiry

(e.e. closing 3rl488s(20)-4892(7) (Ls(20-22)), 321s294(20)-s29s(7), s302(19)-s303(19),

s322(3 -re) 1 6(3 1 -3s)).

29. AstraZeneca's 'one construction' rejected. AstraZeneca disagreed and submitted there

is only one patent construction for all purposes: an invention cannot be read up for one purpose

and down for another (trial decision, para 266; opening 1/85(18-22) (10(4)),1011647(8)-1648(5),

1648(rs-17) (11(7)); closing 3tls020(19)-s021(20), 5063(6)-5067(s) (1sQ4,26-27)), 32lst34

(13-23) (16(30). AstraZeneca submitted the claims in issue are for a new compound and any

promise included only the properties inherent to the compound (the metabolic properties),

concordant with the inventive concept.6 Any use to which the claimed Compound may be put is

separately claimed and additional to the inventive conceptþromised properties of the claimed

6 P¡zer Canada Inc v Apotex 1nc,2007 FC 26, para 42 l40l; Teva Canada Limited v Novartis
AG,2013 FC 141, paras 108, 178-180, 19a [50]; Apotex Inc v ADIR,2009FCA222, paras 58-59

l4l; Atlergan Inc v Sandoz Canada Inc, 20ll FC 1 3 I 6, paras 47 -58 l3l; Apotex Inc v Allergan
Inc,20l2 FCA 308, paras 72-74lSf; AstraZeneca Canada Inc v Teva Canqda Limited,2}l3 FC

246,para 13 [11].
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Compound.

30. After noting the parties' disagreement on the basic legal framework as "alatming" (para

266),the trial judge agreed with Apotex (paras 87,265-269). On this analysis, the trial judge

found the words "will give" in the disclosure "clearly provides" a promise (para 126). The trial

judge also found the promised utilþ is not constrained by the patent's claims (para 206).

Consequently, even though the (+) enantiomer was not claimed, and even though Apotex's attack

was limited to the claimed compounds (defence, paras 154-161; [5]), AstraZeneca \ilas required

to establish an improved therapeutic profile for both the (+) and () enantiomers as of the patent

application filing date.

31. The 653 patent's validity turned on the promise doctrine. Despite its many strengths, the

653 patent for NEXIUM was held invalid. It was insufficient that the claimed compound was

understood to be useful as a PPI when the patent was applied for and this "promised" utility was

soundly predicted þara 165). Its ingenuity and novelty could not overcome the absence of a

demonstration or sound prediction of an improved therapeutic profile in patients (para 367), for

both enantiomers, assessed as of the patent filing date, and supposedly also "promised" by the

patent for both enantiomers (paras 199-213).

32. While the trial judge's conclusion ultimately turned on an incorrect legal test and an

irrelevant consideration - the failure of AstraZeneca to also meet the promise for the unclaimed

(+) enantiomer (paras 206, 2I3) - the correct standard for sound prediction for the claimed

Compound was not applied. Apotex's own expert had agreed that it could be predicted based on

AstraZeneca's internal studies that the claimed (-) enantiomer would be metabolized slower than

the (+) enantiomer to some degree in vivo (para 2I2). The trial judge relied on the evidence of

Dr. Meyer that it was not "clear if this would result in an improved therapeutic profile" (para

212, emphasis added). It is also evident in the reasons that the standard required (para 181) was

more than that asserted by Apotex (defence , para 158) or required for sound prediction, that the

653 patent filing was not speculative.

D. Appeal Decision: Invitation to consider validity based on patent law fundamentals
declined

33. On appeal, AstraZeneca questioned the correctness of the trial judge's legal approach to

determining utility. The Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) dismissed the appeal with short reasons.
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34. AstraZeneca invited the FCA to examine the claims within the context of patent law

principles - in particular, the consideration for the grant of a patent articulated by this Court (see

e.g. AsfraZeneca's Memorandum of Fact & Law, pp 1-3 (Overview); 17). The Court declined,

offering no comment.

35. AstraZeneca argued that, after the trial decision, the FCA rejected the proposition

advocated by Apotex of a necessarily overarchingpatenl promise (Apotex Inc v Pfizer Canada

Inc,2014 FCA 250 lCelecoxibl). AstraZeneca argued the trial decision applied an unfair and

unpredictable approach that imposes a "promised" utility beyond the quid pro quo for the

subject-matter of a claim and departs from purposive claim construction.

36. AstraZeneca argued, not that a promise of utility must be construed to be virtually

coterminous with the inventive concept (appeal decision, paras 10-11;3), but that any

construction should provide a coherent legal understanding of the claimed subject-matter, which

receives one and the same interpretation for all purposes. AstraZeneca invited the panel to

consider how an alleged promise of utility could overarch the entire patent when the trial judge

found the 653 patent is not a new use patent, and the utility was not the gravamen of or essential

to the invention, nor part of the inventive concept of the invention claimed.

37. V/ithout distinguishing or offering guidance on Celecoxib, or addressing any of this

Court's decisions relied on, the FCA rejected AstraZeneca's submissions on the basis that no

support in the jurisprudence was shown. The FCA declined to revisit its promise doctrine and

instead affirmed the trial judge's reliance on the doctrine as developed in its own prior

jurisprudence (appeal decision, para l2).

38. The FCA reasons are not otherwise supported by the trial judge's own findings. The FCA

believed it "important" that AstraZeneca "did not ask" the trial judge to construe the promise of

the patent on a claim by claim basis, and held that the trial judge was entitled to rely upon the /ls

as framed by the parties in light of the expert evidence (appeal decision, paras 7-8). Neither basis

has support, despite Apotex's assertions otherwise (e.g. Apotex's Memorandum of Fact &Law;

1S). It is evident in the trial judge's reasons that AstraZeneca and Apotex differed on the basic

legal framework and the correctness of Apotex's argument that a promise of utility is not a

claims-based analysis (and indeed is the "promise of the patent").
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39. The FCA's finding that the trial judge did not reject a claim by claim construction, but

rather directed comments to the weight of the expert evidence (appeal decision, para 9), is

contradicted by his reasons: the trial judge's promise construction and consideration of the

evidence were driven by his acceptance of Apotex's "promise of the patent" argument. The trial

judge was explicit in findingthat claims only limit the promise if there is ambiguity about what

the patent is promising. In stark contrast, the judge found that construction of the claims and

determining the inventive concept begins with the claims and only considers the remainder of the

patent (disclosure) if necessary (trial decision, para 269). That the construction of the promised

utility was unconstrained by the claims was clearly evidenced by his finding that the promise in

the disclosure extended to the (+) compound not at all claimed in the patent.

II _ ISSUES

40. The question on this appeal is whether the courts below erred in law in finding the 653

patent invalid: (i) on the basis of a "promise of the patent" utility doctrine that AstraZeneca

submits does not properly exist; and/or (ii) by applying an incorrect standard for patent utility.

III - ARGUMENT

A. The Patent System

(1) Objectives and bargain

41. The patent system is designed to advance research and development and to encourage

broader economic activity (Free World Trust v Electro Santé Únc,2000 SCC 66 lFree World;

22f, para 42). A patent is a method to coax inventions into the public domain by the promise of a

limited monopoly for a limited time (Apotex Inc v Wellcome Foundation Ltd,2002 SCC 77

lWellcome; 9f, para 37). An underlying policy objective is to make disclosure more attractive,

and thus hasten the availability of useful knowledge in the public sphere (Cadbury Schweppes

Incv FBI Foods Ltd,ll999l1 SCR l42,paraa6;16).

42. This Court has often spoken of the patent system as being in the nature of a bargain. The

concept is set out in Free World (para 13): "Patent protection rests on the concept of a bargain

between the inventor and the public. In return for disclosure of the invention to the public, the

inventor acquires for a limited time the exclusive right to exploit it. It was ever thus."
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43. The patentee lives up to its side of the bargain by disclosing an invention (Free \lorld,

paru 27; Lllellcome, para 3). As a general rule, if the patent holder obtains a monopoly for

something which does not fulfil the statutory requirements of novelty, ingenuity and utility (for

an "invention"), then the public is short-changed (Bristol-Myers Squibb Co v Canada (Attorney

General),2005 SCC 26,paral;14). This case asks: has the public been short-changed after

disclosure of something new, inventive, and useful?

44. The existence of an invention and its disclosure may be thought of as two distinct aspects

of the consideration given by the patentee in exchange for a limited monopoly. In Consolboard

Inc v MacMillan Bloedel (Sask) Ltd,ll98ll1 SCR 504 lConsolboard;171, Dickson J (as he was

then) described the bargain this way, atp 517:

Section 36 of the Patent Act lies at the heart of the whole patent system. The description
of the invention therein provided for is the quid pro quo for which the inventor is given

a monopoly for a limited term of years on the invention. As Fox points out in Canadian

Patent Law and Practice (4th ed.), p. 163, the grant of a patent is in the nature of a

bargain between the inventor on the one hand and the Crown, representing the public,

on the other hand. The consideration for the grant is twofold: "flrst, there must be a new

and useful invention, and secondly, the inventor must, in return for the grant of a patent,

give to the public an adequate description of the invention with sufficiently complete

and accurate details as will enable a workman, skilled in the art to which the invention
relates, to construct or use that invention when the period of the monopoly has expired".
The "description" to which Fox refers is that required by s. 36 of the Patent Act.

45. This Court reiterated the bargain and its rationale most recently in Teva Canada Ltd v

Pfizer Canada Inc,20I2 SCC 60 lTeva;5ll:

[32] The patent system is based on a "bargain", or quid pro quo; the inventor is granted

exclusive rights in a new and useful invention for a limited period in exchange for
disclosure of the invention so that society can benefit from this knowledge. This is the

basic policy rationale underlying the Act. The patent bargain encourages innovation and

advances science and technology. Binnie J. explained the quid pro quo as follows in
AZT, atpara.37;

A patent, as has been said many times, is not intended as an accolade or civic award

for ingenuity. It is a method by which inventive solutions to practical problems are

coaxed into the public domain by the promise of a limited monopoly for a limited
time. Disclosure is the quid pro quo for valuable proprietary rights to exclusivity
which are entirely the statutory creature of the Patent Act.

(2) Statutory scheme: the patent bargain embodied by the Patent Act

46. The law of patents is wholly statutory. A patent is a creature of statute. An inventor gets
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apatent according to the terms of the Patent,,4cl, RSC 1985, c P-4, no more and no less. Judge-

made doctrine may clarify a statute's abstract generalities but the general concepts must find firm

foundation in the statutory text. (Wellcome, para 37; Apotex Inc v Sanofi-Synthelabo Canada

Inc, 2008 SCC 6 1 lSanofi ; 71, para 12; Teva, paras 32, 45)

47. As stated in Consolboørd, section2T (formerly section 36) lies at the heart of the whole

patent system. This section defines the requirements of a patent specification:

Specifïcation

127.1(3) The specification of an invention must

(a) correctly and fully describe the invention and l/s operatioî or use as contemplated

by the inventor;

(b) set out clearly the various steps in a process, or the method of constructing,

making, compounding or using a machine, manufacture or composition of matter, in
such fuIl, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art or
science to which it pertains, or with which it is most closely connected, to make,

construct, compound ot use it;

(c) in the case of a machine, explain the principle of the machine and the best mode in
which the inventor has contemplated the application of that principle; and

(d) in the case of a process, explain the necessary sequence, if any, of the various

steps, so as to distinguish the invention from other inventions.

(4) The specification must end with a claim or claims defining distinctly and in explicit
terms the subject-matter of the inventionfor which an exclusive privilege or property is

claimed. [Emphasisadded]

48. A claim or claims must be found at the end of the patent "specification" (s 27(4)). Each

claim defines the subject-matter of the invention over which an inventor acquires exclusive rights

- the protection granted under the patent bargain. It is common for a patent to include multiple

claims of differing scope. A claim is severable from other claims and valid claims survive

invalid claims (P atent Acl, s 5 8; Wellcome , paras 27 , 57 ; Teva, para 42).

49. The claims are preceded by a description (s27(3)), which is also commonly known as the

"disclosure". Together, the claims and description comprise the patent specification. An

inventor is not obliged to claim a monopoly on everything new, inventive and useful disclosed in

the specification; the usual rule is that what is not claimed is considered disclaimed (Whirlpool

Corp v Camco lnc,2000 SCC 67 lWhirlpool;56l,para 42).
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50. The purpose of the description is to allow the public, having only the specification, when

the period of monopoly has expired, to make the same successful use of the invention as the

inventor could at the time of his applicatíon (Teva, paras 50-52,70-71, citing Consolboard at 520

and Pioneer Hi-Bred Ltd v Canada (Commissioner of Patents), [1989] 1 SCR 1623 lPioneer; 42f

at 1638). Enablement is the "quid'given in exchange for the exclusive rights "qlro". It is

concerned with public enablement of the subject-matter claimed (Halsbury's Laws of England

(3rd ed), vol29 fHalsbury's; 53] at p 66; Minerals Separation North Americqn Corp v Noranda

Mines, Ltd,lI947l Ex CR 306 at316-317 [35]; Sandoz Pqtents Ltdv Gilcross Ltd,ll974l SCR

1336 fsandoz; 471 at 1339, 1345-1347; Hershkovitz v Tyco Safety Products Canada Ltd,2010

FCA 190, para 14 t25l).

51. Notably, the Act requires description of the use "contemplated" by the inventor. The Act

does not require description of the use "promised" or "guaranteed" by the inventor.

(3) Fairness and predictabilify

52. The bargain struck under the Patent Act is maintained through the principles of fairness

and predictability which underlie the patent system and this Court's jurisprudence. The scope of

patent protection must not only be fair, it must also be reasonably predictable. Predictability is

achieved by tying the patentee to its claims. Fairness is achieved by interpreting those claims in

an informed and purposive way. A patent is thus to be read from the perspective of an ordinary

worker with skill and knowledge in the art (not an ordinary member of the public), who is

assumed to try to achieve success and not look for diffrculties or seek failure. (Free World, paras

20,29,3I,41-44; Whirlpool, paras,48, 53) Likewise, while early disclosure is encouraged, to

strike a fair bargain, a claim must not be based on mere speculation (Wellcome, pata3).

53. It is thus the first duty of the Court to purposively construe the claims at issue when

validity on any basis is called into question (Monsanto Company v Commissioner of Patents,

ll979l2 SCR lI08 lMonsanto;371 at p 1115, citing Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp v Biorex

Laboratories Ltd, [970] RPC 157 af 192 (ChD) Í391;Freellorld,para19;Wrhirlpool,para43).

This is because what is being attacked is the monopoly as defined in the claims, not the patent at

large. The basic principle was stated by Thorson P in Ernest Scragg & Sons Ltd v Leesona Corp,

(1964) 45 CPR I at19 (Ex Ct) [21], as follows:

It is the duty of the Court in a patent infringement action to construe the claims in suit
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according to the recognized canons of construction, for it is in the claims and only in
the claims that the monopoly for which the patent was granted is defined. This basic

principle applies with equal force in the case of an impeachment action, for what is
sought to be impeached is the monopoly granted by the patent as defined in the claims.

B. Statutory Provision

54. Section 2 of the Patent Act requires an "invention", by definition, to be "useful" subject-

matter:

2 In this Act, except as otherwise provided, ...

inventíon means any new and useful art, process, machine, manufacture or composition
of matter, or any new and useful improvement in any ãrt, process, machine'

manufacture or composition of matter; [emphasis in underlining added]

55. The French language version is consistent, and notably refers explicitly to utility (and

novelty) simply as a character or feature of an invention:

2 Sauf disposition contraire, les définitions qui suivent s'appliquent à la présente loi. ...

invention Toute réalisation, tout procédé, toute machine, fabrication ou composition de

matières, ainsi que tout perfectionnement de l'un d'eux, @ de la

nouveauté et de l'utilité. [emphasis in underlining added]

56. The proper interpretation of section 2, including the utility requirement and any standard

against which utility is assessed, is a question of law, subject to a standard of correctness

(Housen v Nikolaisen,2002 SCC 33, para36126l; Harvard College v Canada (Commissioner of

Patents),2002 SCC 76 lHarvard;24), para II9; Wellcome, pata 42).

57. The modern approach to statutory interpretation is that the words of an Act are to be read

in their entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme

of the Ac¡ the object of the Act, and the intention of Parliament (Bell ExpressVu Limited

Partnership v Rex,2002 SCC 42, para 26 ll3l; Harvard, para I54). Statutory interpretation

presumes against adding words unless the addition gives voice to the legislator's implicit intention

(Murphy v Welsh; Stoddard v V[/atson, [1993] 2 SCR 1069 at 1078-1079; 38)'

C.

(1)

58.

The Word "IJseful" and its Statutory Context

"Useful" means not devoid of utitity

The Patent Act defines the utility requirement simply with the single word "useful" in
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section 2.

59. Parliament's choice of words in defining "invention" signals its intention, as Bastarache J

noted in Harvard, para 158, in respect of other words but apt in the present context:

158 ... In draftingthe Patent Act, Parliament chose to adopt an exhaustive definition
that limits invention to any "art, process, manufacture or composition of matter".
Parliament did not define "invention" as "anything new and useful made by man". By
choosing to define invention in this way, Parliament signalled a clear intention to
include certain subject matter as patentable and to exclude other subject matter as being
outside the confines of the Act. This should be kept in mind when determining whether
the words "manufacture" and "composition of matter" include higher life forms.

60. ln Pioneer at 1642-1643,Lamer J (as he was then) also gathered Parliament's intention

from the unambiguous wording of subsection 36(1):

There is no ambiguity in the wording of s. 36(1): the inventor must describe not only
how the invention can be used but also how a third party can make it; nowhere does it
say that the deposit by itself of a sample of the invention will meet the disclosure
requirement. To adopt the language of Rand J. in Commissioner of Patents v. Winthrop
Chemical Co., ll948l S.C.R. 46, aI p. 57 , cited by Pigeon J. in Tennessee Eastman Co.

v. Commissioner of Patents,lI9T4l S.C.R. lIl, atp.l2I:
. . . the intention of a legislature must be gathered from the language it has used and

the task of construing that language is not to satisfy ourselves that as used it is

adequate to an intention drawn from general considerations or to a pu{pose which
might seem to be more reasonable or equitable than what the language in its
ordinary or primary sense indicates.

6I. The term "usefirl" is not ambiguous. In its plain sense, it means not "useless", or in the

words of Pigeon J in Monsanto, not "devoid of utility" (at 1117). This is consistent with a policy

not to litter the patent registry with such patents (I(ellcome, paras, 46, 66,80). Usefulness is a

quality or caractère of the subject-matter - subject-matter having a utility, whether promised or

otherwise, is useful.

(2) Statutory context: "useful" is a condition precedent to an invention

62. The "useful" requirement is not elaborated upon elsewhere in the statute. The word

"promise" does not appear anywhere in the Patent Act.

63. As interpreted by Dickson J in Consolboard in its context, "useful" "is a condition

precedent to an invention" (çt 527). Similarly as stated by Binnie J in Wellcome, "lnftility is an
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essential part of the definition of an "invention" (Patent Act, s. 2)" (para 46). The question of

utility is thus directed to "whether... there was any invention at all within the meaning of s. 2 of

the Patent Acl" when the patent was sought (I|rellcome, paras 53 (original emphasis) and 55).

64. It is the subject-matter of each clqim that must be useful (appeal decision, para 4; Teva,

paras 42, 80 Wellcome, paras 53-59), just as it is the "subject-matter defined by a claim" that

must satisff the other conditions of invention - novelty (s28.2) and non-obviousness (s 28.3).

65. This context - the presence of usefulness as a necessary condition for an "invention"

under section 2 - is key to understanding why the promise doctrine errs. The doctrine is not

directed to proof of invention.

66. AstraZeneca will first set out the promise doctrine as developed by the Federal Courts,

and then discuss why, in light of this Court's guidance, the doctrine does not withstand scrutiny.

67. In short, the patent regime does not signal any implicit intention by Parliament to graft

onto the "useful" requirement in section 2, the promise doctrine's stringent utility test applied

below, especially one that takes away rights that would otherwise be granted. A fair bargain

between the public and the inventor is lost when the inventor has given the statutory

consideration (disclosure of a new and useful invention) but receives nothing in return. Much

clearer language, indeed a distinct provision, would have been used by Parliament if this was

intended.

D. The Promise Doctrine: The Federal Court of Appeal's Extra-statutory Exception

68. While patent law is wholly statutory, the promise doctrine, as acknowledged by the FCA,

represents an exception to the minimum statutory requirement of utility. The doctrine holds an

inventor to an elevated ,standard if a "clear and unambiguous promise" has been made

(Celecoxib;6):

[65] The promise doctrine represents an exception to the above minimum statutory
requirements. Though an inventor need not describe any particular utility for the
invention, an inventor who explicitly promises a specific result will be held to that
promise when called upon to prove utility (Plavix FCA at paras. 48 and 49). That the
invention may well have satisfied the scintilla threshold is of no assistance in
establishing utility where a promise, if it be made, cannot be met (Plavix FCA at para.

s4).

[66] The promise doctrine will hold an inventor to an elevated standard only where a
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clear and unambiguous promise has been made. 
'Where the validity of a patent is

challenged on the basis of an alleged unfulfilled promise, the patent will be construed in
favour of the patentee where it can reasonably be read by the skilled person as

excluding this promise. This approach can be traced back to the earliest mentions of the

promise doctrine. ln Consolboard, the source of the promise doctrine in Canadian law,

the Supreme Court of Canada reiterated the longstanding principle that (Consolboard at

521, citing lí/estern Electric Company, Incorporated, and Northern Electric Company

v. Baldwin Internationql Radio of Canada,ll934l S.C.R. 574 at570):

... where the language of the specification, upon a reasonable view of it, can be so

read as to afford the inventor protection for that which he has actually in good faith
invented, the court, as a rule, will endeavour to give effect to that construction.

69. Under the doctrine, utility is first and foremost a question of determining any promise by

the inventor. The first step is to construe the standard "promised" by the inventor against which

utility will be assessed. The Court construes not the claims but the patent to determine if a

skilled person would understand it to contain an explicit promise, "effectively, a guarantee," that

the invention will achieve a specific result (EIi Lilly Canqda Inc v Novopharm Limited,2}l}

FCA 197 lZyprexa;181, para 93; Sanofi-Aventis v Apotex Inc,2013 FCA 186 lPlavix FCA; 481,

paras 50 and 129). If yes, every such utility promised must have been satisfied as of the date the

patent application was filed.

70. The underlying theory appears to be one of a "self-inflicted wound" to a patent that is

"otherwise valid" (Plavix FCA, para 54):

t54] An inventor whose invention is described in a patent which would otherwise

be valid can nonetheless promise more for his invention than required by the Act so as

to render his patent invalid. If he does so, so be it; it is a self-inflicted wound: see Free

't|¡orld Trust v. Electro Santé Inc.,120001 2 S.C.R. 1024, atparagtaph 51. ...

71. The promise doctrine changes the definition of "invention" in section 2 from "new and

useful" subject-matter, to subject-matter that is "new, and useful for every use that is couched in

language that can be construed as a promise".

72. A review of this Court's leading decisions on utility, disclosure, and purposive

construction, shows that the promise doctrine does not withstand scrutiny. The FCA's judicially-

imposed utility requirement, based on the rationales of guarantees or self-infliction, exceeds the

statutory regime.
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E. Promise Doctrine is Based on a Misreading of Consolbosrd's Requirement of Actual
Utility

73. The FCA has identified Consolboard as the source of the promise doctrine in Canadian

law (Plavix FCA, para 47; Celecoxib, para 66). However, the decision does not stand for any

aspect of the promise doctrine.

(1) Consolboard does not support a search for a clear "promiset' in the disclosure

74 lnConsolboard,Dickson J stated atpp 525-526:

In my respectful opinion the Federal Court of Appeal erred also in holding that s. 36(1)

requires distinct indication of the real utility of the invention in question. There is a

helpful discussion in Halsbury's Laws of England, (3rd ed.), voL 29, at p. 59, on the

meaning of "not useful" in patent law. It means "that the invention will not work, either
in the sense that it will not operate at all or, more broadly,that it will not do what the

specification promises that it will do". There is no suggestion here that the invention
will not give the result promised. The discussion in Halsbury's Laws of England, ibid.,
continues:

... the practical usefulness of the invention does not matter, nor does its commercial
utility, unless the specification promises commercial utility, nor does it matter
whether the invention is of any real benefit to the public, or particularly suitable for
the purposes suggested. [Footnotes omitted.]

and concludes:

... it is sufficient utility to support a patent that the invention gives either a new
article, or a better article, or a cheaper article, or affords the public a useful choice.

[Footnotes omiued.]

Canadian law is to the same effect.In Rodi & Wienenberger A.G. v. Metalliflex Limited

[11], (affirmed in this Court U9611 S.C.R. 117) the Quebec Court of Appeal adopted at

p. 53 the following quotation from the case of Unifloc Reagents, Ld. v. Newsteqd

Colliery, Ld. ll2l at p. 184:

If when used in accordance with the directions contained in the specification the
promised results are obtained, the invention is useful in the sense in which that term
is used in patent law. The question to be asked is whether, if you do what the

specification tells you to do, you can make or do the thing which the specification
says that you can make or do.

75. On its face, Consolboard undoubtedly refers to "promised" results or specification

"promises". The foregoing is the extent, however, of such references.

76. The absence of elaboration is not surprising since inutilþ was not in issue (pp 514, 525,

526). The issue was the requirement of section 36 (cunent subsections 27(3) and (a)). Utility
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was discussed in the course of finding that the FCA had confused the requirement that the

specification disclose the "use" to which the inventor conceived the invention could be put in

section 27(3), with the requirement of "useful" in section 2. On the facts, the "result promised"

was evidently far from a clear and unequivocal statement of utility. Quite the opposite, the FCA

had concluded that utility was not distinctly disclosed, for "the utility... is only to be discovered

by an intensive study of the patent, if at all" (p 516).

77. The cited references in Consolboard do not suggest a search for clear and unequivocal

statements of utility in the disclosure. To the contrary again, Halsbury's posits that*it does [not]

matter whether the invention is... particularly suitable for the pulposes suggested," which

indicates that disclosed purposes are not necessarily to be applied as a standard against which

utility is measured. If "suggested" is distinguishable from "promised", this Court provided no

such guidance. V/hile UK law did include a promise requirement at one time, it was premised

not on a utility requirement but a distinct basis of a discretionary exercise of Crown prerogative.

That premise is inapplicable in Canada, and that law was no longer applicable in the UK at the

time of Consolboard (N Siebrasse, "The False Doctrine of False Promise" (2013) 29 CIPR 3

[60], p 6; N Siebrasse, "Form and Function in the Law of Utility: A Reply to Gold & Shortt"

(2015) 30 CIPR 110 [59], pp 123-124 and 161; the "Reply" refers to ER Gold & M Shortt, "The

Promise of the Patent in Canada and around the World" (2014) 30 CIPR 35 [57])'

78. The cited Canadian law to same effect, Rodi & Wienenberger AG v Metalliflex Ltd

(1959), 19 Fox Pat C 49 (QC CA) lRodi CA;461, affd [1961] SCR ll7 fMetalliflex;341, was

concerned with actual usefulness. It is not apre-Consolboard instance of this Court's approval

of the promise doctrine holding the inventor to some promise in the disclosure. The Quebec

Court of Appeal quoted Unifloc Reagents, Ld v Newstead Colliery Ld (1943),60 RPC 165 (ChD)

lUnifloc;S2] to support a consideration of the whole specification to determine whether the

device as disclosed was, in fact, operative and therefore useful (Rodi CA at 52-53). The Court

found the claimed bracelet was not inoperable, despite the claims omitting explicit recitation of a

holding connection, because the description showed means for keeping the mechanism together

(Rodi CA at 54). Affirming, this Court approved reference to the specification "to explain the

obvious," i.e. the parts are held together with holding means (Metalliflex at 122).
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Ø "Not useful" in Consolboard is about actual inutility of the claimed subject-matter

79. It is important to observe that, when Consolboard refers to the question to be asked as

whether, if you do what the specification tells you to do, you can make or do the thing which the

specification says that you can make or do, the limited discussion is concemed with actual or in

fact utility. This meaning is clear from the expressions "will not work", "will not operate at all',

"will not do", "will not give", "gives... or affords", "can make or do". No doubt can be left by

the next sentence in Halsbury's (p 59) following the passage quoted by Dickson J: "Further, it is

only failure to produce the results promised that will invalidate, not misstatements as to the

purposes to which such results might be applied." Rodi CA/Metalliflex discussed above, as well

as Unifloc (p 184), reinforce this understanding.

80. Consolboard is thus concerned with the statutory requirement to provide a sufficient

description to enable the skilled person to make and use the invention claimed - whether the

directions in the patent lead the skilled person to actually make and work the claimed invention

as the specification says you can make or do after the patent expires.

81. There is no issue that following the directions of the 653 patent, the claimed highly pure

compound actually could not be made, or is actually not useful at qll to reduce acid secretion, or

actually does not give an improved therapeutic profile such as reduced interindividual variation;

or more broadly, the 653 patent did not enable the skilled person to use the claimed compound as

successfully as the inventor could, after the patent expiry.

F. Promise Doctrine Misinterprets Wellcome's Requirement for Sufficient Basis to
Claim an Invention before Seeking a Patent

82. The promise doctrine "will hold" an inventor to his promise (Celecoxib, para 65). As just

discussed, whatever may be "results promised," properly understood, Consolboard is concerned

with actual or in fact inutility. Under the promise doctrine, notwithstanding any actual utility,

every clear utility "promise" must be proven by demonstration or sound prediction as of the

filing date in accordance withWellcome (trial decision, paras 134, 137-138).

83. This extension is not supported by Wellcome. The only utility at issue in Wellcome was

the use explicitly claimed. More fundamentally, the promise doctrine disregards [lellcome's

principal inquiry, discussed next, which was directed to determining whether there was any
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invention at all in the claims at issue at the time the patent application was filed.

(1) ll/ellcome does not purport to identify "what the specification promises"; it asks

whether there was any invention at all under section 2

84. The question as framed in llellcom¿ was whether, at the time of filing, any invention at

all was claimed within the meaning of section 2 (para 53). As explained by Binnie J, an

applicant does not merit a patent on an "almost-invention". Since utility is an essential part of

the definition of an "invention" under section 2, wherc the public receives only a promise that a

hypothesis might later prove useful, the patent is based on speculation and unfair to the public

(paras 3, 46, 84). Wellcome mandates at the time of filing, sufficient proof of invention, in that

case utility, because the claimed use at issue wøs the invention.

85. Wellcome was not about what the specification promises. The decision does not mention

Consolboard's passage on "useful" and "not useful". The analysis did not seek to first ascertain

the standard against which utility will be measured except to state that "utility in this context

means useful for the purpose claimed' (paru 54, emphasis added).

86. The utility at issue was explicitly claimed. 'Wellcome concerned claims to an old

compound, AZT, for a new use, treatment and prophylaxis of HIV/AIDS. This Court reiterated

that the only contribution the inventors made in that case was to identify that new use. The new

use was the gravamen of the invention. In that sort of case, this Court stated that there was a

requirement to demonstrate or soundly predict the claimed use as of the filing date for there to be

any invention at all (Wellcome,paras 52,56).

(2) llellcome's analysis contradicts the promise doctrine's self-inflicted wound

87 . lf Wellcome had been concerned about statements of use in the disclosure, as the promise

doctrine directs, this Court would have considered whether the patent promised the treatment or

prophylaxis of all human retroviruses that was disclosed and the subject of other claims not in

issue before this Court. This Court did not engage in or affrrm such a promise construction,

either for the patent as a whole or in respect of the HIV/AIDS claims at issue. Instead, the claims

for the broader treatment were assessed separately and this Court affrrmed those claims \ryere

properly struck out as beyond a sound prediction. The broader disclosed treatment was not a

self-inflicted wound to the claims in issue. (Wellcome, para 57; Apotex Inc v Wellcome
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Foundation Ltd,u998l145 FTR 16l,para 69 [8])

88. Applying Wellcome's analysis, use claims 28 and29 of the 653 patent, directed to "an

improved therapeutic profile" and"a lower degree of interindividual variation", would be invalid

f beyond a sound prediction; while use claim 26 directed to PPI therapy would be separately

assessed. Applying the promise doctrine's analysis, however, the "promised" uses of an

improved therapeutic profile and a reduced interindividual variation would, and did, absurdly

defeat the use of claim 26 as a PPI that the trial judge found to be soundly predicted at the filing

date (paras 162-166). The result is illogical and contrary to Lï/ellcome.

89. Teva is to same effect as Wellcome. In Teva, this Court accepted (without analysis) the

lower court's test that the utility requirement in section 2 is met if the invention described in the

patent does what the patent says it will do, that is, that the promise of the invention be fulfilled

(Teva, para 38). Like llellcome,however, the claims at issue were use claims, including a claim

to a new use of the known compound sildenafil relating to erectile dysfunction (Teva,paras 4,13,

65; also, application judge's decision Pfizer Canadq Inc v Novopharm Limited,2009 FC 638,

para 4 and appendix A attaching claims t41]). No promise from the description, or extra utility,

was in issue, including in the courts below.

G Promise doctrine does not heed Consolboørdz the Requirement of Usefulness for an
Invention (s. 2) is Independent of the Requirement for Disclosure of Use of the
Invention (s.27(3))

90. Wellcome is thus concerned with the threshold question of whether there was any

invention at all, in the context of a specific use claimed. It is not concerned with demonstration

or sound prediction of every described use at the filing date.

91. The promise doctrine, however, illogically, assumes that every described "use" that can

be construed as a promise is a condition for an invention and accordingly subjects every

"promised" use to the requirements of Wellcome. This treatment of described uses ignores the

statutory reason why any use is disclosed in a patent and conflates the requirements under

sections 2 artd27(3).

92. As set out above, the description serves to enable the public to use the claimed invention

after the patent expiry. This is another necessary consideration for patent grant. Subsection
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27(3) requires that the specification disclose the "use" to which the inventor conceived the

invention could be put.

93. Consolboard, as noted above, held that this disclosure requirement should not be

confused with the requirement of section 2 which defines an invention as "useful". The patentee

must say whqt it is he claims to have invented; the "what", as claimed, must be useful in order to

be patentable. There is no obligation to describe in the disclosure or claims in what way the

invention is useful, to establish the utility, or give scientific reasons therefor, just as there is no

obligation to describe why or in what respect the invention is new (Consolboard at 521,525,

526; also Teva, paru 40). The decision (at p 526) quotes Thorson P in i? v American Optical

Company (1950), ll FoxPatC 62at85 (ExCt) [43],theparagraphreproducedinfullbelow:

Nor is it any objection to the suffrciency of the disclosures that the advantages of the

invention as enumerated by Professor Price were not set out in the specification. As

Fletcher Moulton L.J. said in Clay v. Alcock & Co. Ltd. (1906), 23 R.P.C. 745 at 7 50, it
is a "well-known principle in Patent law that a man need not state the effect or the

advantage of his invention, if he describes his invention so as to produce it". That is not

so where the inventor has to rely on the presence or absence of such effect or advantage

as a part of the necessary delimitation, but we are not concerned with that here. If an

inventor has adequately defined his invention he is entitled to its benefit even if he does

not fully appreciate or rcalize the advantages that flow from it or cannot give the

scientific reasons for them. It is sufficient if the specification correctly and fully
describes the invention and its operation or use as contemplated by the inventor, so that

the public, meaning thereby persons skilled in the art, may be able, with only the

specification, to use the invention as successfully as the inventor could himself.

94. Justice Dickson stated the requirements are independenl (Consolboard at 527): "The first

is a condition precedent to an invention, and the second is a disclosure requirement, independent

of the first."

95. The promise doctrine does not heed this guidance. Now, instead of applying the

disclosure requirement to section 2 utility, which was rejected in Consolboard, the FCA applies

the section 2 utility requirement to the disclosure of every use to which the inventor

contemplated the invention could be put if construed as a "promise". The promise doctrine's

conflation should likewise be rejected.

96. Disclosed uses and threshold utility for an invention in a claim could overlap, for example

as stated by Thorson P above, where "the inventor has to rely on the presence or absence ofsuch
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effect or advantage as a part of the necessary delimitation". However, the promise doctrine is not

limited to the effect or advantage claimed, but is premised on a general concept of a "promise"

that is not grounded in the statutory requirements. It merely confuses the disclosure requirement

with the requirement of section 2 that an invention is "useful".

97. In a concurrence, Gauthier JA in Plavix FCA did recognize, if not the full effect, the

"context" of the statutory regime, including the international patent system:

ll24l ... not every patent contains a promise of a specific result within the meaning
of Consolboard, cited above. However, one may wonder why an inventor would
include comments relating to a practical purpose to which an invention may be applied
when such statements are not necessary under Canadian law.

ll25l Although such statements may be made in a disclosure, for example, to support

a specific result included in the claims or an advantage that is necessary to support the

invention described in the claim, there are other cases where the reasons for including
them have little to do with an intent to promise a result within the meaning of
Consolboard. For example, when Canadian applications are filed on the basis of
European applications (priority date), it is useful to know that under European Union
patent law, an invention must be capable of industrial application, which is a wide
concept. Because of this, European applications will often contain some statements in
that respect. In this context, and considering that no such requirement exists in our law,
one must be careful not to treat each reference to a practical purpose as a promise of a
specific result within the meaning of Consolboard.

1126l Moreover, in my view, statements of or references to a specific result in a claim,
which are part of the specification as expressly noted in Consolboard (such as one

dealing with a new use/new utility (See AZT, cited above)) and statements in respect of
a claimed new process to make an old product to obtain a specific result (See, for
example, Re Alsop's Patent (1907),24 R.P.C. 733) ought to be distinguished from
expressly qualified statements as to what practical applications can be expected to flow
from the demonstrated properties and advantages of a new product (such as the new

compound in this case).

98. Such comments, however, have not led the Federal Courts to properly limit any concept

of promise to a specific result claimed. While there is no obligation under the Patent Act to state

in what way the invention is useful (thus not a required consideration), such statements, if made,

become critical "patent promises" under the doctrine. This is illogical and not intended by the

Act, as further discussed below.
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H. Statutory Scheme Addresses Intentional Overpromising \ilithout the Promise
Doctrine

99. The Patent Act promotes adherence to the claim language, which reflects the inventor's

intent and, when read in an informed and purposive way, promotes predictability and fairness

(Free World, paras 31, 33-43, 51, 66). In Free World, Binnie J stated "if the inventor has

misspoken or otherwise created an unnecessary or troublesome limitation in the claims, it is a

self-inflicted wound" (para 51). It is only within the principled approach of purposive claim

construction that the notion of a "self-inflicted wound" fairly applies to utility. A wound may

arise if an inventor has unnecessarily included a use or result within the claimed subject-matter,

either explicitly in the claim or as purposively construed, and that use or result does not work or

was speculative. The claims thus serve to promote predictability and faimess for all purposes by

holding the inventor to his claims, even if any overpromise in the claims was unnecessary.

100. The same rationale does not apply to statements made in the description. For this part of

the specification, the inventor is to describe how the invention could be worked. Subsection

27(3) addresses incorrect or avoidably obscure disclosures, the remedy for which may be to deem

the claim(s) or patent invalid (Teva, paras 47 , 84). This Court's decision in Tevct turned on the

finding that the public, following only the directions in the patent, would not have been enabled

to make as successful use of the invention as the inventor because the patent obscured the true

invention in that case - the identity of the useful compound, sildenafil, that was commercialized

(para 80).

101. Separately, wilfully misleading statements may also be sanctioned under section 53 by

voiding the patent (\4/ellcome, para94; Teva, para 87).

102. In the context of these other provisions explicitly enacted to control improper statements

in the description, there is no apparent basis to ascribe to the section 2 definition of "invention"

the function of controlling disclosure statements by judicial amendment.

103. These other provisions are not at issue in this case. The 653 patent did not obscure, but

signaled to the public, the commercial compound esomeprazole. No issue of suffrcient

enablement arises in the present case. No allegation has been made that the "promise" at issue

was misleading or wilfully made for the putpose of misleading.
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104. Further, AstraZeneca's disclosure of an improved therapeutic profile such as a lower

degree of interindividual variation addressed the requirement to disclose "contemplated" uses, as

reflected in AstraZeneca's ongoing studies on the enantiomers. The Act does not require more

(Consolboard), andthe disclosure should be understood as that contemplated, not guaranteed.

Proper Analysis: Doctrine of Purposive Claim Construction is tr'undamental to this
Court's Patent Jurisprudence

105. By imposing more than is required for section 2 utility, important and long standing

principles, including purposive claim construction, have been lost under the promise doctrine.

(1) Free lltorld and Whirlpool must be followed

106. Claim construction precedes all considerations of validity. The first question in any

validity challenge is - what is the subject-matter of the claim, purposively construed. Under

established purposive claim construction principles, the claim language is given primacy; the

disclosure is given due weight but in a disciplined manner to achieve predictability and faimess.

Purposive reading permits a fair bargain for an invention made in good faith (Consolboard aI

520-521; Free World, paru 43; l4lhirlpool, para 49(g)).

107. The second question is - once construed, was the subject-matter claimed, atthe relevant

date, novel, unobvious and useful (Patent Act, ss2,28.2 and28.3).

108. V/hether in a particular case there is utility, or inventiveness or novelty, is always a

question of fact depending on the circumstances. The question stands to be decided on the

evidence of those having the technical skill and knowledge enabling them to understand the new

art, machine, manufacture, process or composition of matter or the improvement thereon for

which the patent was granted (French's Complex Ore Reduction Co of Canada v Electrolytic

Zinc Process Co, [1930] SCR 462 at 466 lFrench's;231).

109. The test for novelty offers a useful parallel, as set out in Consolboard at 532:

... The true test was simply that"aman must distinguish what is old from what is new

by his Claim, but he has not got to distinguish what is old and what is new in his Claim"
(at p. 651). In short, if the specification describes an invention that is in fact new, and if
the description is sufficient so that an ordinary workman skilled in the art can

understand it, the patent specification is valid. ...
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110. The factual questions are asked for the claimed subject-matter, including the breadth

covered, as purposively understood.

(2) This Court's jurisprudence is consistent with assessing usefulness of the claimed
subject-matter, purposively construed

1 1 1. This Court has long assessed utility based on the specific claims at issue, construed in

light of the rest of the specification. ln Mailman v Gillette Safety Razor Co of Canada Ltd,

ll932l SCP. 7 24 lMailman; 331, Rinfret J wrote at 7 30 :

Let us - as we should - examine the subject-matter of the invention so described, in the
light of the evidence given at the trial by those having the technical skill and knowledge
enabling them to understand the novelty or the utility of the new manufacture
(lFrench's]), always bearing in mind that claims Nos. 1 and2 alone are to be taken into
consideration.

lI2. This Court has recognized that Mailman (cited in Smith Incubator Co v Seiling, ll937l

SCR 251 at259-260 [49]), as well as Metalliflex and Consolboard abeady discussed, advanced

principles of purposive construction before that label was introduced (Free World, para 35;

Whirlpool, para 49(g), 52; Monsanto Canada Inc v Schmeiser,2004 SCC 34, paru 18 [36]).

1 13. One finds in Consolboard clear caution against the very approach directed by the promise

doctrine - undue emphasis on isolated passages. Consolboard states at 524:

I should so
.inofrrrmanf-of fhp ^f +L^ inc.lnrman-f fn rtrlraf i1 ø¡* +n +^1.^ ^ ^see

isolated Dassase out of it and make that inconsistent with the seneral invention. but to
see substantially what the inventor really means ... [Emphasis in original.]

ll4. Similarly, in Metalliflex, Taschereau J cited the principle of purposive claim construction

that "borrowing this or that gloss from other parts of the specification," is impermissible to

qualify a claim. The quoted passage from Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co v Consolidqted Pneumatic

Tool Co Ltd (1907), 25 RPC 61 at 83 (HL) [30] is reproduced more tully below:

... Obviously, the rest of the Specification may be considered in order to assist in
comprehending and construing a Claim, but the Claim must state, either by express

words or by plain reference, what is the invention for which protection is demanded.

The idea of allowing a patentee to use perfectly general language in the Claim, and

subsequently to restrict, or expand, or qualify what is therein expressed by bonowing
this or that gloss from other parts of the Specification, is wholly inadmissible. ...

115. ln Teva, this Court approved the guidance in Consolboard that the Court should seek a
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construction which is reasonable and fair to both patentee and public, without being too astute or

technical when reading the specification (para 50).

116. Wandscheer et al v Sicard Ltd, t19481 SCR 1 fWandscheer;531is another decision of this

Court assessing actual usefulness of the invention claimed, purposively construed. At issue was

a claim to a snow plow with a rotary feature. It is evident that both Taschereau J and Rand J

(concurring) considered the claim language to include a particular result, not by relying on a

particular promissory statement in the disclosure. Per Taschereau J: the "fan casing for rotary

movement" in the claim meant a"faîcasing which can be rotated to throw the snow in different

directions." (p 4). Per Ptand J: "the inventor has by precise language strictly limited the

Canadian patent to a particular mode which renders the rotary feature, delivery at arry angle,

essential... The mode of snow removal and not the removal itself is the result sought..."

(emphasis added; p 8). Wandscheel was not a case about an unclaimed promise, but turned on a

mere idea having been given and actual failure to provide a workable rotary feature as claimed

(pp 5, 10).

ll7. In Monsanto, the claims at issue were to a class of new compounds, useful as rubber

vulcanization agents (p 1115). The issue was the breadth of the claimed compounds: "If the

inventors have claimed more than what they have invented and included substances which are

devoid of utility, their claims will be open to attack. But in order to succeed, such attack will

have to be supported by evidence of lack of utility". Monsanto concerned the soundness of the

area covered by the claim, and whether the specific examples were adequate support for the

breadth of the claim (p 1117-S). Monsanto thus addressed whether some area of the claimed

subject-matter was devoid of utility.

118. [4lellcome, as already discussed, addressed whether the claimed subject-matter was useful,

but in the context of a specific new use claimed.

J. Construing "Promises" under the Doctrine is Fraught with Difficulties

119. Lacking solid grounding in the statutory framework and this Court's jurisprudence, the

step of ascertaining the promised utility introduced in the Federal Courts is clearly problematic,

as already discussed. Its application, as a result, is also confused analytically.
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(1) Promise doctrine rejects the primacy of the claims

120. First, the analytical approach under the doctrine explicitly departs from purposive claim

construction established in Free tltorld and llhirlpool (trial decision, para 87). The approach is

also expressly distinguished from that of identifying the inventive concept (or the claim as

construed) established inSanofi (trial decision, paras 267-269).

l2l. Instead of considering the claimed subject-matter based on the claim language, with the

words read in an informed manner in the context of the specification, under the promise doctrine

the roles of the disclosure and the claims are reversed. As applied by the courts below, the

promised utility of the patent is assessed on the basis of the disclosure as construed, unhinged

from the claims at issue as construed. The promise identified from the disclosure can trump the

preceding purposive claim construction (trial decision, para206).

I22. While the promise doctrine accepts that "some promises can be construed to impose

utility requirements across each of a patent's claims, while other promises may touch only a

subset of claims" (appeal decision, para 5; Celecoxib, paras 86-89), that analysis is framed from

the wrong perspective of the disclosure. The result is that the promise doctrine mandates an ill-

defined exercise of asking whether a disclosed utility is overarching or specific to a claim, or a

subset of claims.

123. Such an exercise is inevitably confounded by the usual rule that what is not claimed is

considered disclaimed (Whirlpoot, para 42); in other words, the disclosure may be broader than

the claims collectively and almost certainly individually. Further, claims may be directed to

different aspects within an invention - such as an apparatus, process, substance, or use - and may

be of differing scope (Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company v Ford Motor Company of Canada,

Ltd,ll970l SCR 833 at S41 [31]; Teva, para 80), such that a statement in the disclosure may not

be relevant at all to a specific claim or subset of claims.

124. The level of discretion left to courts to peer below the language of the claims in search for

the "the spirit of the invention" should be minimized in the interests of predictability and

faimess, even if the approach does not necessarily end at a different destination (Free World,

païas 42-43,50). For the same reason, the fact that utility is not always identifiable from a claim

alone does not justify a disclosure-focused search for "the promise of the patent" for the
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standard(s) of utility. The incoherent result, to which the promise doctrine is indifferent, is that a

use not understood by the skilled person to be intended to be an essential element of the claimed

subject-matter may be imported and effectively become essential to validity.

125. When the FCA set down its guidance that the promise is to be construed "within the

context of the patent as a whole" (Zyprexa, para 93), relied upon below to justify this approach,

the Court was considering in that case a selection invention (which the 653 patent is not). The

FCA held that, since the advantage possessed by the selection must be stated in the specification

(not necessarily in the claims) in clear terms (Sano/ì, paras 77 , lI4), a selection patent must promise

an advantage in order for the patentee to be able to rely on the advantage to support validity

(Zyprexa,paraTS;2011 FC 1288 [19] (issue remitted to trial judge), paras 85-87; aff d 2012FCA

232 120]). A specific approach to construe a selection invention, however, does not justify the

promise doctrine's rejection of purposive claim construction and the advancement of a separate

and distinct approach to construe "promised" utilities.

(2) Promise doctrine discounts the skilled person's understanding

\26. Second, because the promise doctrine hinges on "unequivocal" statements, the

construction discounts the understanding of the skilled person to whom the patent is addressed.

The choice of single word such as "will" and a single statement in the disclosure can become the

literal yardstick by which to measure patent utility, as this case illustrates. The analysis becomes

a characterization of whether words convey a "potential" versus a "probable" use (trial decision,

paras II7-120).

127. The concept of the sanctity of "contractual" language is inappropriately applied under the

doctrine. As discussed, the Act mandates instead that an invention description is to be

understood as just that - the inventor's disclosure, not a guarantee, of the invention and how it

could be worked as contemplated by the inventor, afactual question of enablement.

128. Further, the skilled person is not a grammaÍian or etymologist. The skilled person is

sufficiently versed in the art to be able on a technical level to appreciate the nature and

description of the invention. A patent is construed on the basis of the knowledge the skilled

person would be expected to possess. The skilled person's reading is "by a mind willing to

understand, not by a mind desirous of misunderstanding", necessarily paying close attention to
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the purpose and intent of the author. (See Lister v Norton Brothers and Co (1886), 3 RPC 199

(ChD) at 203 l32l; Baldwin Internqtional Radio Co Of Canada, Ltd v Western Electric Co, Inc,

et al, ll934l SCR 94 at 105-106 ll2l; Monsanto at 1113-1 14; Consolboard at 521-523; Free

llorld,para44; Whirlpool, paras 49(c),53; Schmeiser,para 125 (dissent in part).)

129. AsîaZeneca had submitted based on the information in the patent that a skilled person

would not understand the inventors to have "guaranteed" an improved therapeutic profile across

an entire patient population (Apotex closing 3114895(14)-4897(19) ll5p2-23)l; AstraZeneca

closing 3115057(2)-5058(25), 5061(6)-5063(5) [15(25-26))). The trial judge's comments at paras

127-131 unfortunately indicate a misunderstanding of AstraZeneca's position. The trial judge

rejected the proposition, not advanced by AstraZeneca, that a promise may be read down based

on what is demonstrated in the patent: "No matter how broad a promise (e.g. this drug cures

cancer), it would always be read down to a narrower promise based on what was demonstrated...

unequivocal promises in patents could in no way to relied upon..." (trial decision, para 128).

130. Nevertheless, the trial judge's comments reflect the promise doctrine's inherent

susceptibility toward a literal search in the disclosure fot "clear and unambiguous" promissory

language, while eroding the fundamental perspective of the skilled person's contextual

understanding of such language.

131. The decisions below are consequently contrary to the longstanding maxim adopted by this

Court, that where the language of the specification, upon a reasonable view of it, can be so read

as to afford the inventor protection for that which he has actually in good faith invented, the

Court, as a rule, will endeavour to give effect to that construction (Western Electric Co Inc v

Baldwin International Radio of Canada U9341SCR 570 at 574 l55l; Consolboard at 520-521;

Whirlpool, para 49(g); Teva, para 50). This maxim in favour of saving an invention rather than

invalidating it in case of ambiguity is founded on a cardinal rule of construction that all

documents are to be construed ut res valeat magis quom pereat - the Court should lean towards

that construction which preserves rather than toward that which destroys (Reference in re

Educational System in Island of Montreal,11926l SCR 246 at268;45).

K. Current Utility Requirement is Out of Step in an International Patent System

132. Patent regimes in Canada and elsewhere encourage early filing of patent applications.
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Canada is a part of the international PCT patent system (Patent Cooperation Treaty (19 June

lg7}),Art 3; 1). Under this system, a single international application may be filed as the basis for

patent applications in contracting states (currently, 149: World Intellectual Property

Organization, online: www.wipo.intlpctlenlpct_contracting_states.html; 61). To facilitate

Canada's entry into the system, Canadaintroduced a "first-to-file" patent system in 1989 (Wenzel

Downhole Tools Ltd v National-Oilwell Canada Ltd,2012 FCA 333, para Il7;54). Patents are

granted, as between two inventors, to the first to file, not the first to invent (Patent Act, s

23.2(1Xc)). The system fosters an objective of early disclosure of inventions.

133. The doctrine of sound prediction also balances the public interests in early disclosure of

innovation before complete testing, while avoiding useless patents. Binnie J stated inWellcome"

66 The doctrine of "sound prediction" balances the public interest in early disclosure

of new and useful inventions, even before their utility has been verified by tests (which

in the case of pharmaceutical products may take years) and the public interest in

avoiding cluttering the public domain with useless patents, and granting monopoly

rights in exchange for misinformation.

134. The objective of early filing, and hence early disclosure of inventions, has been lost

altogether under the promise doctrine. Under the doctrine's stringent utility requirement,

valuable and useful pharmaceutical patents have been held invalid as "speculative" at the time of

the filing. The result is a utility requirement in Canada that is out of step with the corresponding

requirements in other major jurisdictions (and has given rise to a challenge under NAFTA: Eli

Litty qnd Co v Canada, online: htþs://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/IcslDWEB/cases/

Pages/casedetail.aspx?CaseNo:UNCTlI4l2). Clarification of the proper patent utility standard

in Canada is accordingly warranted (Sanofi, para 60).

135. The 653 patent's counterparts from the same parent PCT application were upheld as valid

in Europe, including for sufficiency of description (Decision of the Technical Board of Appeal of

the European Patent Office (EPO), T1760111 IEPO decision; 10]), and in Australia (Ranbaxy

Laboratories Limitedv AstraZeneca AB [2013] FCA 368 (Aus); 44)'

(1) The tests in the UK/EPC and US instead adopt a pragmatic standard at the time of
filing - a plausible or credible utitity

136. The European Patent Convention (EPC) does not include a "useful" or "utility" provision

but the general concept is included within a requirement that an invention must be "susceptible of
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industrial application (Art 52). The EPC provides that the requirement is met if an invention

"can be made or used in any kind of industry, including agriculture" (Art 57). ln Human

Genome Sciences Inc v EIi Lilly and Co, [2011] UKSC 5l IHGS;27l,the UK Supreme Court

considered a balance like that identified in Wellcome; as stated by Lord Hope $tara 143):

The gap between the point of initial research and the point where the discovery is ready

to be developed by the pharmaceutical industry can be very wide. Various steps along
this uncertain road can be identified in the present case... The question that this case

raises is how far along that road the process must go before the invention can be held to
be susceptible of industrial application and patented.

137. Considering the jurisprudence under the EPC requirements, the UK Supreme Court

adopted a standard that "a "plausible" or "reasonably credible" claimed use, or an "educated

guess", can suffrce" (HGS, paras 107 (emphasis added), I09,122,149,152).

138. ÉIG^S further recognizes that the skilled person is deemed able to distinguish extravagant

statements of uses, and the issue is whether such statements are so confusing and potentially

misleading that they divert the skilled person from what they would otherwise have understood

the patent to teach (paras 3, 1 16-1 18):

1 16. . . . If the Judge had found that the drafting of the specification of the Patent was so

confusing and potentially misleading that the skilled reader would have been put off the
scent in relation to what would otherwise have been appreciated from common general

knowledge and reading the literature as to the potential and plausible uses to which the

disclosure could be put, that may well have been a problem... However, ...he did not
anywhere in his fulI and careful judgment say, or even suggest, that its wide-ranging
prolix contents would have actually diverted the notional addressees, the appropriately
skilled persons, from what they would otherwise have understood the Patent to be

revealing, in the light of what was appreciated about the properties of the known
members of the TNF ligand superfamily.

139. This standard in the UK and EPC jurisprudence is consistent with the approach in the US

asking first whether the skilled person "would reasonably doubt the asserted utility" (In re Brana,

51 F.3d 1560 at 1566-1567 (Fed Cir 1995) fBrana;281). It is also consistent with the US

acceptance of one "well-established utility", as assessed by a "specific, substantial and credible"

standard under the Utility Examination Guidelines (p 1098) lGuidelines; 621) of the US Patent

and Trademark Offrce:

... An invention has a well-established utility (1) if a person of ordinary skill in the art

would immediately appreciate why the invention is useful based on the characteristics
of the invention (e.g., properties or applications of a product or process), and (2) the
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utility is specific, substantial, and credible.

... An applicant need only provide one credible assertion of specific and substantial

utility for each claimed invention to satisfy the utility requirement.

140. The US Court of Appeals has approved the requirement that the claimed invention must

have a specific and substantial (meaning practical or real world) utility (In re Fisher,42I F.3d

1365 at 1370-137I (Fed Cir 2005);29), as consistent with the US Supreme Court in Brenner v

Manson,383 US 519 (1966) [15].

(2) Clarification of sound prediction standard in Canada - lVellcome bars speculation

l4l. Wellcome's starting point is that, when utility is not in doubt, as in the present case with

respect to claim 8, the requirements of sound prediction do not arise (paras 54-56).

142. As discussed above, a new use for an old compound was claimedinWellcome. The 653

patent was not the sort of case considered in Wellcome. Utility was not the gravamen of the 653

patent, not the only contribution, and not the quid pro quo offered for the claimed compound.

The quid pro quo offered by claim 8 of the 653 patent was not a prediction of any new use -
rather it was a new compound and the patent enabled the making and use of this compound.

Utility was not in doubt.

143. On the facts in Wellcome, the Court considered disclosure of the sound prediction to be

required because "[i]n this sort of case... the sound prediction is to some extent the quid pro quo

the applicant offers in exchange for the patent monopoly" (para 70). The trial judge correctly

found that any heightened utility disclosure requirement did not apply because the 653 was not

"this sort of case". Consequently, Wellcomø does not apply.

144. Notwithstanding, AstraZeneca addresses the test of sound prediction under Wellcome,

which has become confused under the promise doctrine as illustrated in this case and further

discussed below. The standard of sound prediction warrants clarification by this Court.

145. This Court has set out the following three components:

70 The doctrine of sound prediction has three components. Firstly, as here, there must

be a factual basis for the prediction. In Monsanto and Burton Parsons, the factual basis

was supplied by the tested compounds, but other factual underpinnings, depending on

the nature of the invention, may suffice. Secondly, the inventor must have at the date of
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the patent application an articulable and "sound" line of reasoning from which the

desired result can be inferred from the factual basis. ln Monsanto and Burton Parsons,

the line of reasoning rwas grounded in the known "architecture of chemical compounds"
(Monsanto, at p.1119), but other lines of reasoning, again depending on the subject

matter, may be legitimate. Thirdly, there must be proper disclosure. Normally, it is
sufficient if the specification provides a full, clear and exact description of the nature of
the invention and the manner in which it can be practised: H. G. Fox, The Cqnadian

Law and Practice Relating to Letters Patent for Inventions (4th ed. 1969), at p. 167 . lt
is generally not necessary for an inventor to provide a theory of why the invention
works. Practical readers merely want to know that it does work and how to work it. In
this sort of case, however, the sound prediction is to some extent the quid pro quo the
applicant offers in exchange for the patent monopoly. Precise disclosure requirements

in this regard do not arise for decision in this case because both the underlying facts (the

test data) and the line of reasoning (the chain terminator effect) were in fact disclosed,

and disclosure in this respect did not become an issue between the parties. I therefore

say no more about it.

146. As interpreted in the jurisprudence, I4/ellcome does not define the threshold required for

sound prediction. Finding indicia in Wellcome's references to: "the claims [must] be "fairly

based" on the patent disclosure"; "prima facie it would be reasonable that the patentee should

have a claim"; "[i]t cannot mean a certainty"; "more than speculation" is required; and "the

desired result can be inferred from the factual basis", the FCA has defined the threshold as "a

primafacie reasonable inference of utility" (Zyprexa, paras 84-85; citing Ilellcome, paras 59,60,

62,69,70). The trial judge's understanding was that "the first hurdle [is] mere speculation" and

"[t]he situating of a prima facie reasonable inference between mere speculation and certainty

provides the clearest guidance to the proper approach" (trial decision, paras 181-182).

147. In AstraZeneca's submission, the standard has become confused and was misapplied.

Reasonably read, l|lellcome barc speculation. The reasons do not suggest the factual basis and

articulable line of reasoning must clear a different hurdle, having regard to its many references

throughout to avoiding speculation, along with the various similar language of "wishful

thinking," "a lucky guess," "shot in the dark" or "lottery ticket" (paras 3, 37, 45, 46,61 (quoting

Monsanto),52,55,69, 80, 83, 84).

148. Sound prediction accepts that claimed subject-matters can be useful "even before their

utility has been verified by tests (which in the case of pharmaceutical products may take years)"

(para 66), "in advance of complete testing" (para 69), and "presuppos[ing] that further work

remains to be done" (para 77). At the same time, precluding speculation is consistent with the
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public interest in avoiding useless patents and misinformation.

149. It would thus appear that the Wellcome sound prediction test, intended to bar speculative

claiming, is consistent with, and should be clarified by this Court to be generally equivalent to

the plausibility or credible standard applied in the UK and US. It would be consistent with

Monsanto's reference to "useful" as meaning not devoid of utility. This would also be consistent

with the perspective of the skilled person "with a mind willing to understand". Practical readers

of the patent are deemed to accept, not challenge,plausible statements. If a statement of utility

would be understood to be plausible by the skilled reader, short of proof of any actual inutility

þara 56), the utility requirement at the date of filing has been satisfied. No further proof of

utility at the filing date should be required.

150. Further, this Court in Teva and Wellcome sûggested that evidence of actual utility post-

filing would indicate and support soundness of any prediction made at the time of the frling.

Clarification that post filing evidence is permitted to support patent utility should lead to greater

certainty to patent utility assessment. This would also bring the Canadian patent utility law more

in line with the test in the UIIEPO and the US that accepts post-filing evidence (HGS, paras 107,

109, 156-157 ; Brana at 1566-15 67 ; Guidelines, pp 1098-1099).

(3) Chilling effect of the promise doctrine and an onerous utility requirement

151. An onerous, high, utility standard has important practical consequences for filings made

in Canada. Delaying hling until clinical evidence is amassed could prove to be unjustifiable

financially. It is under protection of patents filed at an early stage that the pharmaceutical

industry invests the heavy development research before the drug comes to market (Bristol-Myers,

paraT; HGS, paras 98-99).

152. Perversely, the onerous utility standard under the promise doctrine may encourage

unclear and equivocal statements, to avoid having statements interpreted as "guatantees," or

discourage inventors from making fulI disclosure of all contemplated uses. This is inconsistent

with giving the public a correct and full description as contemplated by the inventor.

153. The promise doctrine defeats the important objectives of early and full disclosure of

useful inventions under the patent system.
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L. Summary

154. In sum, the statutory regime requires the following analysis of utility as of the filing date

under section 2. If subject-matter defined by a claim, as purposively construed according to the

established canons of construction, incorporates as an essential element a particular use or

result, that use or result must be established under section 2 - it is in this sense "promised"

because the quo - the claimed monopoly hinged on it. As discussed above, Wellcome ís an

example of a promise made explicitly in a claim.

155. If no particular use or result is essential to the claim, purposively construed, the only

question to be asked as of the filing date is whether the subject-matter claimed, was useful,

meaning not devoid of utility and at least plausibly useful, if not demonstrated to be useful.

M. Application to Claim 8

(1) Purposive construction: a compound claim

156. The first task is to purposively construe claim 8. The trial judge's findings on

construction (except promise) are consistent with an understanding of the subject-matter of claim

8 as a compound claim that does not include any particular utility.

157. The essential elements of the claim were construed to be a compound of a specified

formula and optical purity (trial decision, paras 79-S0). In aniving at that conclusion the trial

judge considered, in accordance with Whirlpool, whether the claim - when read in a principled

manner and in the context of the entire specification - is clear and unambiguous (paras 68-71).

He found the answer to be yes noting there was no dispute as to the construction of the essential

elements (paras 72-73).

158. The inventive concept of claim 8, for the purpose of assessing obviousness, was likewise

found to be the Compound and its specific high degree of optical purity (para 274). The trial

judge found that that inventive concept flows "unambiguously" from the claim (paras 270,272).

The trial judge considered it unnecessary to import improved properties from the disclosure into

the inventive concept, in accordance with Sanofi, noting that improved properties are not claimed

(paras 267-269,273).

159. The context of the specification as a whole: Considering the specification, the trial
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judge found that the 653 patent describes its invention as new compounds with high optical

purity, a process for their preparation, and their use in medicine (trial decision, para 74; Field of

the invention,p I ln 5-7, of the patent l4(147)l).

160. The trial judge noted that the relevant aspects related to the enantiomers and their optical

purity (para 56; in the patent, see e.g. Background of the invention, p 2 lines 12-13 distinguishing

the invention from the prior art as the isolated and characterized single enantiomers of

omeprazole, and pp 2-4 introducing the Detailed description of the invention with description of

the optically pure single enantiomers [a(1a8-150)]).

16l. The trial judge further noted that the patent outlines a process resulting in enantiomers

that have optical purity of greater than99.8o/o ee, i.e. the optical purity of claim 8 (paras 74,77;

in the patent, see e.g. p 4 lines 7-10 and 24-27 referring to a method of obtaining the salts as a

further aspect of the invention, and pp 5-17 detailing Preparation and Examples of the novel salts

and the determination of their optical purity [4(150, 152-165)]).

162. The trial judge further found the patent notes that the optically pure esomeprazole salts

are resistant to racemization (meaning optical purity is not lost) (para 74), and that the patent

describes studies to support this property (para 168; see p 21 of the patent describing Stability

experiments [a(169)]).

163. Consistent with the patent as a whole giving little emphasis to uses, the trial judge

expressly found the 653 patent is not a new use patent (para 141). Contrasting the facts in

Wellcome,the trial judge considered "the "gravamen" (i.e. the essence or the quid quo pro) of the

invention" is not a new use (para 152).

164. Nowhere in his reasons did the trial judge make any finding as to any description relating

to an improved therapeutic profile, apart from his finding that the patent promised an improved

therapeutic profile on page 1. The understanding that it was possible that an enantiomer could

improve upon omeprazole was uncontroverted (para 311). More reasonably, this single

statement reflects a plausible use of the Compound claimed in claim 8, and a supporting

statement for claims 28 and29 (Patent Rules, R 84), and not a critical "guarantee" for claim 8.

165. It is a reasonable, if not an inescapable, reading of the 653 patent that it relates to von

Unge's efforts in coming up with highly pure enantiomers. This is the invention for which
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"protection for that which he has actually in good faith invented" is claimed in claim 8.

(2) Usefulness of the Compound: an effective gastric acid inhibitor

166. The second question therefore is to assess whether the subject-matter of claim 8 as

construed is useful. There was no dispute that the skilled person understood the claimed

compound would be useful as a PPI (paras 162-166). V/ithout accepting the correctness of the

approach below, this utility was found to be a promised utility for the claimed compound that

was soundly predicted at the filing date. In short, claim 8 was not based on only speculative or

hypothetical utility. Claim 8 accordingly defined useful, as well as novel and non-obvious,

subject-matter, i.e. an invention. Utility was not in doubt, no particular use was essential, and no

further inquiry was warranted.

167 . As the specific use claimed in claim 26 was found to be soundly predicted, there should

also be no issue as to the utility of this claim.

(3) No actual inutility

168. There is no issue that the 653 patent enables the making of the Compound which is

actually useful. There is no allegation otherwise.

(4) Even the second "promised" utility of an improved therapeutic profile was a
plausible and credible prediction

169. V/ithout accepting that the requirements of Wellcome apply, AstraZeneca notes that the

trial judge never addressed whether there was a sound prediction of an improved therapeutic

profile for only the Compound claim itself, having misdirected himself to apply a promised

utility also to the (+) enantiomer which was not claimed. The legal error and resulting rejection

of the opinion of AstraZeneca's expert is clear:

12041 ... [Dr. Tracy's] interpretation incorrectly limits the promise to an improvement
of (-)-omeprazole over (t)-omeprazole and the racemate, rather than an improvement of
both enantiomers over the racemate. ... Í206]... the'653 patent is clearly directed at

both enantiomers being an improvement over the racemate... 12131... This minimal
prediction [by Apotex?s expert], which mirrors Dr. Tracy's misinterpretation of the

promise... fails to accord with the promise in the '653 patent (namely, improvements of
both enantiomers over the racemate)... funderlining added].

170. Had the trial judge properly considered only the (-) compound claimed, applying the

correct utility standard, he would have found, based on his factual findings, not contested, and
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Apotex's own assertions, that AstraZeneca had a plausible and credible basis to predict an

improved therapeutic profile - i.e. the prediction was sound, not speculative.

ITL A matter of common general knowledge: It was common general knowledge and

uncontroverted that enantiomers could differ in their properties and that an enantiomer could

have improved properties over its racemate. There is no basis to say at the filing date, that any

improved therapeutic profile was mere speculation, wishful thinking, a lucky guess, a shot in the

dark, or a lottery ticket. To the contrary, at the outset Apotex's position was that the skilled

person would appreciate that one enantiomer "could result in an improved therapy" (opening

It23(r-6);10(14)).

172. Not speculative or misleading: The finding made for the counterpart European patent is

that the skilled person would rcgard an improved therapeutic profile to be plausible (EPO

decision, p 60). Apotex maintained, "there is nothing in the patent that suggests a statement of

improved properties will give an improved therapeutic profile is in any way... speculative"

(closing 3014795(12-15); 16(1a)). There is also no suggestion that the disclosure relating to an

improved therapeutic profile was misleading and might impede others in their search for a

solution to the same problem.

173. Prediction was sound: As already discussed, Apotex's expert opined that AstraZeneca's

studies by the frling date could form the basis for a prediction that the claimed Compound

esomeprazole had a slower metabolism than the (+) enantiomer (paras 212-213), meaning more

esomeprazole could be available for acid inhibition. It was uncontroverted on the evidence that

AstraZeneca had data on hand by the filing date that was sufftcient for the company to proceed to

human clinical trials and to further test both enantiomers.

174. While esomeprazole was not approved for use in patients until after the patent filing,

AstraZeneca did predict based on the data available by the filing date that esomeprazole had

advantageous properties which were confirmed by subsequent testing in human subjects. The

patent as issued only claimed the esomeprazole commercialized, and not the (+) enantiomer that

was not commercialized. Like the hypothetical "heavier-than-air flying machine" that actually

flies, the new Compound, enabled by the 653 patent's description to make it, actually does give

the predicted advanta ge (I4r e I I c o m e, par a 82) :
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lf the essentials of the heavier-than-air flying nrachine were set out with sufftcient
precision to allow tlre reader actually to rnake a flying nrachine that flies, it is hard to
accept the "hypothetical" that experts would continue to insist, after it had flown, that
the prediction was unsound. (Of course, if the prediotion tumed out to be wrong, the
patent would be struck down for inutility, Leonardo da Vinci's elegant drawings
showcd exactly how to make a "bird man" machine but it never could, would or did
sustain a person in fliglrt.)"

175, The prediction of "an improved therapeutio profile such as a lowet degree of

interindividual variation" was thus sound.

176. Utility, by any standard, was therefore satísf,red. The inventor fully disclosed all possible

aspects of the invention contemplated, and clairned in different claims the sulrject of the

invcntion, in accordance with the Patent Act, The patent claims were limited to the compound

that was undoubtedly useflll at the time of the filing, and which has improved properties, was

further investigated and confirmed to provide reduced interindividual variation as contemplatecl

in the patent. The compound proved to be successful. Enthusiastïc reception by those to whom

it is directed further confirms that the invention is useful (Teva, para 41), All that is required for

patent utility under the /c/ was satisfied.

l?7. The inventors held up their side of the bargain, but they received nothing in exchange.

The decisions below clo not afford protection 1'or that which was in good faith invented,

IV - SUBMTSSIONS REGARDING COSTS

178, If the appeal is allowed, AstraZeneca should have its costs, including below,

V - ORDER SOUGHT

I79, AstraZeneca respectfully requests an Ordol setting aside the judgments below, declaring

that Apotex has infi'inged valid claims I and 26, and awa¡cling AsbaZeneca damages a¡d an

accounting of profits as AstraZenece may elect, interest (pre- nnd postjudgment, compounded),

and costs of this appeal and in the courts below,

July 4,2016 AI,L CH IS LLY SUBMITTED

SMART & BIGGÄR
Solicitors for the Appellants
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B,S.C,, 1985, c, P'4

An Act respect¡ng patents of invention

Short Title

Short tltle
t This Act rnay be cited asthe Pqtent Act.
n,9.,c P.4,E l.

lnterpretation

Dcfln¡tlons
2 In lhis Act, except as otherwise provided,

appllcant includes an invontor and the legal representa-
tives of an applicant or inventor; (demandeur)

clalm date means the date of a claim in an application
for a patent in Canada, as determined in accordance with
section 28,1;

Commlssloner means the Comlnissioner of Patents;
(commissaire)

countrv inclucles a Member of the Worlcl Trade Organi-
zation, as defined in subsection 2(l) of the Woild Trade
Or g anìza tí on Ag r eement I mplem en t atí o n Ac t ; ( p a ys)

lillng date means, in relation to nn application for a

patent in Canada, the date on which the application is

filed, as determined in accordatrce with section 28; (dato
de dépöt)

lnvantlon nleans any new atrd useful ar1, procegs' ma-

chine, manufacture r¡r composition nf matter', or any nerrv

and useful improvement in any art, process, machine,
manufacture or cornpositiol of matter; (invention)

legal representatlves ilrcludes heirs, executors, admin-
istralors, guardians, curâtors, tutors, assigns and aìl oth-
er pcrsons claiming through or under applicants for
p¿ìtents and patentees of inventior ;s;, (représentants lé-
gaux)

L.R'C., 1985, ch, P'4

Loi concernant les brevets d'invention

Titre abrégé

Titrc abrégó
1 Loísurlesbreuets,
8.F , ch. F-4, tÍt' 1,

Définitions

Déff nltlons
2 Sauf disposition contraite, les définitions qui suivent
s'appllquent à la présente loi,

brevet Lettres patentes couwant une invention,
(patent)

breveté oa tltulalre d'un brevet IÆ tltulaire ayant pour

le moment droit à I'avantage cl'un brevet, (patentee)

commígsalre Le commissaire aux brevets, (Commis'
sionor)

date ds dápôt La clate du dépôt d'une demande de bre-
vet, cléterminée conformément à l'arlicle 28, (filing
date)

date de prlorlté [Abrogée, 1993, ch, 15, art' 26]

demonde de prlorlté La demande visée À l'article 28.4.

(request for príoritY)

demandeur Sont assimilés à un demandeur un inven-

teur et les représentants légaux d'un demancleu¡ clu cl'un

inventeur, (ap pl ica nt)

exploitalìon Eut uno échelle commerciale [Abrogée'
1993, ch,44, art. lE9l

lnvøntion Toute réalisatio¡t, tout procédé, totttc tna-

clrine, fabrication ou composition cìe matières, ainsi que

tout perfectionneûìeut de l'un d'eux, présentanb le carac-

tère de l¿r nouveauté et de l'utilité. (invention)

Ä loúr Eu 0 luln 2018

De¡nlèro modlfloatlon h l7 luln 2016

C0rronl to Juno 6,2016

Lrrl !monrrgd 0n June 1 7, 2016
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Ptlon¡
Gonorsl
6.qtlont 26,1-27

Publication of list of Patents
2O.l lll lhe Comnrissioner shall, at least once in each

year, publish a list of all patents issued in the year,

Publicatlon and printing of documonts

12) The Commissioner may publish any clocument open

to the inspection of the public under section l0 and may
print or cause to be printed, for dlstribution or sale, any
such document,
R.9,, 1S86, s,33 (3rrt SUPP,),8,7,

Application for Patents

Commisslonor maY grant Patentt
27 l1l The Commissioner shall grant a patent for an in-
vention to the inventor t¡r the inventor's legal representa-
tive if an application lbr the patent in Canada is {ìled in
accordance with this Act and all otber requilernents fot'
the issuance of a patent under this Act are met,

Appllcation requlrements

l2l The prescribed application fee must be paid and the
application must be filed in accot'dance with the regula-
tions by the inventor or the inventor's legal rePresenta-
tive and the application must contain a petition and a

specifi cation of the invention,

Speclficatlon
(31 The specification of an inventiou must

(¡) correctly and fully describe the invention and its
operation or use a{i contemplated by the inventor;

lbt set out clearìy the various steps itt a process, or the
method of constructing, making, compounding or us-
ing a machine, manufacture or composition of matter,
in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable

any person skilted in the art or ecience to which it per-
tains, or with which it is most cìosely connected, to
make, construcl, compound or use it;

lcl in the case of a machine, explain the principle of
tlre maclrirre aucl the best ¡¡ocle in which Lhe inventor
has contemplated the application of that principle;
alrd

ldl in the casc of a process, explain the neceosary se-
quence, if any, of thc various steps, so Âs to distinguish
the invention frorn other inverrtion.'¡,

Liste dss brevets

20,1 (tl Le commissaire fait publier, au moins une fois

I'an, laliste des brevets accordés et délivrés dans I'année,

Publlc¡tion

l2f [æ commissaire peut faire publier pour vente ou dis-

tribution tout docunrent accessible pour consultation

sous le régime de l'article 10,

L.ñ. l1 s0bl, çh. 33 130 !uppl.l' srl, 7.

Demandes de brevets

Etovott
Dirpos¡ltons génôtolor
Arllclx Zð.1'?7

Dóllvrance ds brevet

2, l1l Le commissaire accorde un brevet d'invention à

I'inventeur ou à son représentant légal si la demande de

brevet est déposée conformément à la présente loi et si

les autres conditions de celle-ci sont remplies.

Dópôt de l¡ demande

l2l L' légal doit tléPoser,

en la ande accomPagnée

d'une tif tle l'invention et

payer les taxes réglementaires,

Mómolre descrlptlf

{31 Le mómoire descriptif doit :

al décrire d'une façon exacte et cclmplète l'ïnvention
et son application ou exploitation, tclles que les a

conçues son inventeur;

rocé-
com-
objet
s des

termes complets, clairs, concis et exasts qui peu-

mettent à toute persoune versée dans ì'art ou Ia

science dont relève l'invention, ou dans l'art ou la
science qui s'en rupproche le pìu-s, de confectionner,
constrnire, composer ot¡ utiliser l'invention;

cl s'il s'agit d'r¡ne ¡nachine, en expliquer clairemeut le

principe et la meilleure manière dont son inventeur en

a conçu l'applícation;

d) s'il s'agit d'un procédé, expliquer la suite néces'

saire, le cas échéant, des diverses phases du procédé,

cle façon à distinguer I'invention er¡ cause d'autres in-
ventions,

À iour su 0 ir¡ln 2011
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Appl¡çsl¡on lor Polonr8
l¡süoñr 27-zg

Clalms

lal The specification must end with a claim or claims
defining distinctly and in explicit terms the subJect-mat-
te¡ of the invention for which an exclusive privilege or
property is claimed,

Alternativo dofinltion of subf ec"t.matter
(õ) For greater certainty, where a claim defines the sub-
ject-matter of an invention in lhe alternative, each alter-
native is a separate claim for the purposes of sectione 2,

28.1 to 28.3 and 78,3,

When appllcation to be comploted

16l Where an application does not completely meet the
requirements of subsection (2) on its filing date, tho
Commissioner shall, by notice to the appllcant, require
the application to be completed on or before the date
epeclfled in the notioe.

Specifled period

Itl The specified date must be at least three months after
the date of tho notice and at least twelve months afte¡' the
filing date ofthe application.

lÂfhat may not be patented

lSl No patent shall be granted for any mere scicntific
principle or abstract theorem.
R.Ê,,1S85,0, F-4, r.27i R.$., 18å6,0. 39 {3rd Sopp,l. ! 8t 1993, c. 1ó, !.31, c.44,.. 192'

Ms¡ntonanco less
27.1 l1l r\n applicant for a patent shall, to maintain the
application in effect, pay to the Commlssioner such fees,

in respect ofsuch periods, as may be prescribed,

l2l ¡nd (31 lRepeaìed, 1993, c, 15, s. 32]
F,S.. ,ls86, c. 33 lSrd Supp.l, r. 0; lsE3, c, 16, !. 32.

Filing date
2E tll The filing date of an application for a patent in
Canada is the date on which the Commissioner receives
the docurnents, infortnation and l'ees prescribed for the
purposes of this section or, if they are received on differ-
ent tlates, the last date.

Deemod dote of rsce¡pt of fees
(21 The Commissioner may, for the purposes of this sec-
tion, deem prescribed fees [o have been received olr a

date earlier than the clate of their receipt if the Commis-
sioner considers itjust to do so,
R,B, ts86, c P-4, r 28; R.S., 1t86, c. 33 {3rd Sapp.), r ì0i 1993, c, 15, I 33.

8rcv.la
0am€ndos do brovols
Arllolü 27-28

Revendicatlons

l4l Le mémoire descriptif se termine par une ou plu'
sieurs revendications définissant distinctement et en des

termes expllcites l'objet de ì'invenlion dont le demandeur
revendique la propriété ou le prlvilège exclusif,

Variantes

lõl Il est entenclu que, pour l'application des afticles 2,

28,1 à 28,3 et 78,3, si une revendication déñnit, par va-

tiantes, l'objet de I'invention, chacune d'elles constitue
une revendication distincte'

Demande lncomplàte

16) Si, à la date de clépôt, la demande ne remplit pas les

conditlons prévues au paragraphe (2), le oornmissaire

doit, par avis, requérir le clemancleur cle la compléter au

plus tard ù la date qul y est mentionnée,

Dólai

17) Ce délai est d'au moins trois mois à compter de I'avis

et d'au moins douze mois à compter de la date de dépôt
de la demande.

Ce qui n'ett pas blevetabl

f8l Il ne peut être octroyé de brevet pour de simples
principes scientifi ques ou concepti ons théoriques.

L.R,(10¡51,ch,P-4,¿r..ztiLR,{t9861,0h.3313'tuppl,l !rl.8l1893,0h.16,!d.91'0h.
44, rfl, 192.

Taxer pórlodlquet
27,1 l1l Læ demandeur est tenrr de payer au commis'
saire, afin de maintenir sa demaDde en état, les taxes ré'
glementaires pour chaque période réglementaire,

l2l ct (31 [Abrogés, 1993, ch, 15, art' 32]

L,B. h80õ1, eh, 33 13' eppl.l, ¡n' 0; 1s93, ch. t5, rl' 3¡.

Doto d€ dépôt
2E (1) La date de dépôt d'une demande de brevet est la
date à laquelle le commissaire reçoit les documents, ren-
seignements et tÐ(es réglementaires prévus pour ì'appli'
cation du prósent article, S'ils sont reçus à des clates dif-
férenteo, il s'agit de la clernière d'entre elles.

faxes réglementa¡res

l2l Pour l'application du paragraphe (l), Ie comnrissai¡e
peut, s'il æti¡ne que cela est équitable, fixer une date de

réception des taxes alttérieure à celle à laquelìe elles ont
été reçues.

L.R. 1188ó1, qh, P'4, rrl. 28; L.ß. 11985), ch.33 {30 ¡uppl l, 0rl. 10; 1993, ch 15, 8rl 33
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Appl¡csl¡on lor Pglgnis
Sr1lonr 28,1.28.2

Clalm date

2E.l lll The dale of a claim in an application for a

patent in Canada (the "pentling application") is the ñlirrg
date of the application, unless

l¡l the pending applicatiorr is fìled by

(ll a person who has, or whose agent, legaì repre-
sentatlve or predecessor in title has, previously reg-
ularly filed in or for Canada an application for a

patent disclosing the subject-matter defïned by the
claim, or

lll) a person who is entitled to protection under the
terms of any treaty or convention relating to
patents to which Canada is a party and wlro has, or
whose agent, legal representative or predecessor in
title has, previously regularly filed in or for any oth-
er country that by treaty, convention or law affords
similar protection to citizens of Canada an applica-
tion for a patent clisclosing the subject-matter de-
fined by the claim;

lb) the filing date of the pending application is within
twelve months after the flling date of the previouely
regularly fìled applicatíon; and

(cl the applicant has made å reqrtest for priority on
the basis of the prevlously regularly filed appllcation.

Claims based on prevlously regularly flled
cpplloælons
(21 In the circumstances described in paragraphs (lXa)
to (c), the claim date ls the filing date of the previously
regularly filed application,
1893, o. 16, r. s3,

Subloct-matter ol clalm must not be prevloully
disclo¡ed
28.2 lll The subject-matter clefì¡red by a claim in an ap-
plicatlon for a pateut in Canada (the "pending applica-
tion") must not have been disclosed

(cl more than one year before the filin¡¡ clate by the
applicant, or by a person who obtained knowleclge, di
rectly or indirectly, from the applicant, in sr¡ch â man-
ner that the subject-matter became available to thc
public in Canada or elsewhere;

(bl before the claim date by a person not mentioned
in paragraph (a) in such a manner that the subject'
matter became available ttl the public ili Canada or
elsewhere;

CuÍonl lo Juns 6,201õ

Ldrt omondod on Juoo'i7,2015

Frovoîo
Demindgs do bf€vofE
Adoh 29.1.2¡'2

Date de la ¡evendlcatlon

2S.l (1t La date de la revendicatlon d'une demande de

brevet est la date de ctépôt de celle-ci, sauf si :

¡) la ciemande eet déposée, selou le cas :

lll
de
ou
ces

vulguant I'objet que définit la revendication,

lill par une Personne qui a antérieurement déposé

dans un un

I'agent, I ou
drolt l'a de

'objet qu ca-

tion, dans le cas où c€ Pays protège les droits de

cette personne par traité ou convention, relatif aux
breveis, auquel le Canada est pa$ie, et accorde par

traité, conventiou ou loi une protection similaire
aux citoyens du Canadai

þ) elle est déposée dans les douze mois de la date de

dépôt de la demande déposée antérieurement;

c) le demandeur a présenté, à l'égard de sa demande,

une demande de priorité fondée sur la demande dépo-

sée antérieurement.

Dote de dápôt de la demande antórlcure

53

(2f Dans le cas où les alinéas (l)a) à c) s'appliquent, la

date de la revendication est la date de dépôt de la de-

mande antérieurement déposée de façon régulière'
1883, eh, 16, !rl' 33.

Objet non divulguó

2E.2 (ll L'objet que défînit la revendication d'une de-

mande cle brevet ne doit pas :

a) plus d'un an avant la date cle dépôt de celle-ci, avoit'

fait, de la part du demandeur ou d'un tiers ayant obte-

nu de lui I'information à cet égald de façon directe ort

autl'ernent, I'objet rt'une communication qttì I'a rendu

accessible au public au Canada ou ailleurs;

b) avant la date de la revenclication, avoir fait, de la
part d'une autre petsonne, l'objet d'une comnrur¡ica-
tion qui l'a rendu accessible au public au Canada ou

ailleurs;

cl avoir été divulgué dans unc demande de brevet qui

a été déposée au Canacla par une personne autre que

le demandeur et dont la date de dépôt est antóricure à

A Jour åu E iuln 2016
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lcl in an Bpplication for a patent that is fìled in Cana-

da by a pelson other than the applicant, and has a

{ìling date that is before the claim date; or

ldl in an application (tl'¡e "co-pending application")
for a patent that is filed i¡r Canada by a person other
than the applicant and has a ñling date that is on or
after the cìaim clate if

li) the co-pending applieation is filed by

lAl a person who has, or whose agent, legal rep-
lesentative or predçcessor in title has, previously
regularly filed in or for Canada an application for
a patent disclosiug the subject'matter defined by
the claim, or

(Bl a person who is entitled to protection under
the terms of any treaty or convention relating to
patents to whícb Canada is a party and who has,

or whose agent, legal representative or predeces-
sor in title has, prevlousìy regularly filed in or for
any other country tbat by treaty, convention or
Iaw affords similar pr.otection to citizens of
Canada an application for a patent disclosing the
subject-matter defined by the claim,

llll the filing date of the
application is before the
application,

llll) the fillng date of the co-pending application is

within twelve months after the filing date of the
previously regularly filed application, and

(lvl the applicant has, in respect of the co-pending
application, made a request for priority on the basis
ofthe previously regularly filed application.

Wlthdr¡wal of application

l2l An application mentioned in paragraph (lXc) or a

co-pending application mentÌoned in paragraph (lXd)
that is withdrawn before it is open to public inspection
shall, for the purposes of this section, be considered nev-
er to have been fìled,
1993, c, 16,8.33,

lnventlon must not be obvlous
2E.3 'lhe subject-matter defìned by a claim in an appli-
oation for a patent in Canada must be subject-matter that
would not have been obvious on the claim clate to a per-
son skilled in the art or science to which it ¡rerlains, lrav-
ing regard to

la) information discloscd nrore than one year before
the filing date by the applicant, or by a person who

Brcwlg
Oomondos do brov€15
ArllclE 28 2.28,3

ta date de la revendication de la de¡nancle visée à I'ali'
néa ( I )a);

dl avoir été divulgué dans une demande de brevet qui

a été déposée au Canada par une personne sutre que

le demandeur et dont la date de dépôt corres¡xrncì ou

est postérieure à la date de la revendication de la de-

mande vÍsée à l'alinéa ( l)a) si ;

Itl cette personne, 80n agent, oon représentant lé-
gal <lu son prédécesseur en droit, selon le cas :

lA) a antérieurement déposé de façon régulière,

au Canada ou pour le Canada, une demande de

brevet divulguant I'objet que définit la revendi-
cation de la demande visée à I'allnéa (l)a),

lBl a antérieurement déposé de façon régulière,
dans un autre pays ou pour uu autre pays' une
demande de brevet divulguant l'objet que définit
la revendication de la demande visée à I'alinéa
(l)a), dans le cas où ce pays protège les droits de

cette personne par traité ou convention, relatif
aux brevets, auquel le Canada est partie, et ac-

corde par traité, convention ou loi une Protec-
tion similaire aux citoyens du Canada,

lil) la date de dépôt de la demantte dépoeée anté-
rieurement est antérieure à la date de la revendica-
tion de Ia demande visée à I'alinéa a),

l¡¡ll à la date cle dép6t de la demande, il s'est ésou-

lé, depuis la date de dépôt de la demande déposée

antérieurement, au plus douze mois,

llvl cette personne a présenté, à l'égnrd de sa de-

mande, une demande de priorité fondée snr la de-

mande déposée antérieurement,

Rstrait de la demando

l2l Si la demande de brevet visée à ì'alinéa (l)c) ou celle

visée à I'alinéa (l)d) a été retirée avant cl'être devenue ac-

cessible au public, elle est réputée, pour I'applícation des

paragraphes (l) ou (2), n'avoirjamais été déposée.

1983, ch,15, !rl 33,

Oblel non óvident

2E.3 L'objet clue définit la rcvendication d'une demande
de l¡r'evet ne doit pas, à la date de la revendicatinn, être
évicìent pour une personne versée clans I'a¡t ou la science
dont relèvc l'objet, eu ógard à toute communication :

at qui a été faite, plus d'un an avant la date de dépôt

de la demande, par le clemandeur ou un tiers ayant ob-

tenu de lui l'information à cet égard cle far¿on directe

À lour ru 6 lu¡n 2016
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S.otlonr 28,3-28,4

obtained knowledge, directly or indirectly, from the
applicant in suclt a manner that the infornration be-
carne availabìe to the public in Canada or elsewhere;
and

(bl information disclosed before the clairn date by a

per,son not mentioned in paragraph (a) in such a man-
ner that the information became available to the pub-
lic in Canacìa or elsewhere,

1993, c,1ö, ¡.30.

Rcquest for priority
28,4 (1 , Fôr the purposes c¡f secHons 28,1 ,28,2 and 78,3,

an applicant for a patent in Canada may request priority
in respect of the application on the basis of one or mole
previously regularly filed applications.

Requlrementr govemlng requo;t
l2l The request for priority must be made in accordançe
with the regulations and the applicant must inform the
Courmissioner of the flling date, country or office of filing
and number of each prwiously regularly fìled application
on which the request is based,

Wlthdrawol of requast
(31 An applicant may, in accot'dance with the regula-
tions, withdraw a request for priority, either entirely or
with respect to one or more previottely regularly filed ap-
plications.

Multiplo prevlously regularly llled oppllcatlone
(¿rl Where two or more applications have been prwious-
ly regularly filed as described in paragraph 28,f(lXa)'
subparagraph 28,2(lXdXD or paragraph 78,3(lXa) or
(ZXa), either in the same country or in different coun-
tries,

l¡l paragraph 23.l(lxb), eubparagraph 28 2(lXdxiii)
or paragraph 78.3(l)O) or (2Xb), as tbe case may be,
shall be applied using the earliest filìng date of the
previously regularly filed applications¡ and

lbl subsection 28.1(2), sub¡raragraph 28,2(lXdXii) or
paragraph 7S.3(lXd) or (2Xd), as the case may be,
shall be applied using the earliest filing date of tbe
previously regularly filed applications on the basis of
which a request for priority is made,

W¡thdrawal, otc., of prevlously regularly flled
applications
l5l A previously regularly fiìed application mentio¡red in
section 28.1 or 28.2 <rr subsection 78.3(t) or (2) shall, for

Elovo¡o
Dm€ndos do brovols
A.tlol!! 28,3'28.4

ou autrement, de manière telle qu'elle est devenue âc-

cessible au public au Canada ou ailleurs;

bl qui a êtê, faite par toute autre personne avant Ia

date de la revendication de manière telle qu'elle est

devenue accessible au public au canada ou allleurs'
199:i, oh, lõ, !rl,93.

Demande de priorltó
2S.4 (11 Pour l'application des articles 28.1,28,2 et 78,3'

le demandeur de brevet peut présenter une demande de

priorité fondée sur une ou plusieurs demandes de brevet
antérieurement déposées de façon régulÍère'

Condltions

l2l Le demandeur la présente selon les modalités régìe-

mentaires; il doit aussi infor¡ner le commissaire du nom
du pays <lu du bureau où a été déposée toute demande de

brevet sur Iaquelle Ia demsnde de priorité est fondée,

ainsi que de la date cte dépôt et du numéro de cette de-

mande cle brevet.

R€trait de la demande
(9f Il peut, selon les modalités réglementaires, la retirer
à l'égard cle la demande déposée antérieurement; dans
les cas où la dema¡rde de priorité est fondée sur plusieurs
demancles, il peut la retirer à l'égard de toutes celles-ci ou

d'une ou de plusieurs d'entre elles,

Plu¡leurs demandes

l4l Dans le cas où plusieurs demandes de brevet ont été

déposées antérieurement dans le même pays ou non :

¡l la date de dépôt de la première clemande est rete-
nue pour ì'applicalion de I'alinéa 28,1(t)b), du sous-
alinéa 28.2(l)dXiii) et des alinéas ?S.3(l)b) et (2)b), se-

lon le casl

b) la date de dépôt de la première de¡ demandes sur
lesquelles Ia demande de priorité est fondée est rete-
nue pour I'application du paragraphe2S.l(2), du sous-

alinéa 2s,2(l)dXii) et des alinéas ?S,3(l)d) et (2)d), se-

lon le cas,

Retralt de demandes dépoeées antérleurement

lõl Pour l'application des articles 28, I et 28.2 et des para-

graphes 78.3(l) et (2), une demande cle brevet déposée

A Joilr cu 6 lqln 201 ô
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Snvo]¿
Ftocéduf03 ludlclsirou rtrlet¡vos 0ux br6v.ls
Artlolrr ÉS-É4

Legal Proceedings in Respect of
Patents

Vold ln certaln coses, or valld only for parts

69 lll A patent ie void if any material allegation in the
petition of the applicant in respect of the patent is un-
true, or if the specification and drawings contain more or
less than is necessary for obtaining the end for which
they purport to be made, and the omission or addition is
wilfully made for the purpose of misleading.

Excaption

12) l{here it appears to a court that the omission or ad-
dition referred to in subsection (l) wac an itrvoltrntary er-
ror and it is proved that the patentee is enlitled to the re-
mainder of his patent, the court shall render a judg.ment

in accordance with the facts, and shall detetmine the
costs, and the patent shall be held valid for that part of
the invention described to which the patentee is so found
to be entitled,

Coples ol judgmont

13¡ Two offce copies of tbe judgment rendered under
subsection (l) shall be furnished to the Patent Office by
the patentee, one of which shall be registered and remain
of record in the Office and the other attached to the
patent and made a part ofit by a refereuce thereto.
R.9,, c. P.4, ¡.6õ.

lnfringement
Jurl¡dlctlon qf courts
64 (1) An action for the infringement of a patent nraybe
brought in that court of record that, in the province in
which the iufi'ingement is said to ltave occurred, has ju-
risdlction, pecuniarily, to the amount of the damages
claimed and that, with relation to the other courts of the
province, holds its sittings nearest to the place of resi-
dence or of bueinees of the defendant, and that court
shall decide the case and determine the costs, and as-
sumption of jurisdiction by the court is of itself sufficient
proof ofjulisdiction.

Ju¡isdiction ol Federal Court
(21 Nothing in this section ímpairs the jrrrisdiction of the
Iiederal Court under section 20 of the Federal Courts Act
or otherwise.
tl S ,1966, o P-A,E.64i20a2,c I,B,1ø2,

Curranl to Junq 8, 2016

Lo¡l EnìBDd€d on Juns ì7.2016

Procédures judiciaíres relatives
aux brevets

Nul en csrtalns car, ou vallde en partle seulemcnt

õ3 (tl Le brevet est nul si la pétition du demandeur, re-

lative à ce brevet, contient quelque allégation importante

pour induire en erreur,

Ëxception

12¡ S'íl apparaît au tribunal que pareille omiesion ou ad'
dition est le résultat d'une erreur involonlaire, et s'il est

prouvé que le breveté a droit au reste de son brevet, le
tribunal rend jugernent selon les faits et statue sur les

frais. Le brevet est réputé valide quant à la partie de l'in'
yention déøite à laquelle le breveté est reconnu avoir
droit.

Coplec du fugement
l3l Le breveté transmet au Bureau des brevets deux co-

pies authentiques cle ce jugement, Une copie en est enre-
gistrée et conservée dans les archives du Bureau, et

l'autre estjointe au brevet et y est incorporée au moyen

d'un renvoi,
LR,, oh, P.d rn,56.

Contrefaçon

Jurldlstlon des tdbunaux
34 ll) Une actíon en contrefaçon de brevet peut être

portée devant la cour d'archives qui, dans la province où

il est allégué que la contrefaçon s'est produite, a juridic'
tion, pécuniairement, jusqu'à concurrence du montant
des dommages-intérêts réclamés et qui, par rapport aux

autres tribunaux de la province, tient ses audiences dans
l'endroit le plus rapproché du lieu de résidence ou d'af-
faires du défendeur, Ce tribunal juge la cause et statue
sur les fiais, et I'appropriatiorr de juridiction par le tribu-
nal est en soi une preuve suffisante dejuridiction'

Jurldlotion de la Cour fédérale
(2t Læ prósent article n'a pas pour effet de restl'eindre la
juridiction attribuée à la Cour fédérale par I'article 20 cle

la Loí stn'Ies Coursfédércles ott autrement.
L.R {lSe6i, çh P'4, er1.64;2002, çh.8, !n. 182

À lour au 6 ¡uln ?010
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Palcnt
Inlr¡ncomcnl
g!lllen¡ õ7-00

(¡l restraining or enjoining the opposite party from
further use, rnanufacture or sale of the subject-matter
of the patent, and for his punishment in the event of
disobedience ofthat order, or

lbl for and respecting inspection or account'

and generally, respecting the proceedings in the action.

Appeal

l2l An appeal líes from any c¡rder made under subsection
(l) in the same circumstanses and to the same court as

from other judgments or orders of the court in wbich the
order is made,
R.S,, c, P-4, ¡, 6Ð.

lnvalld claims not to affoct valld claims
5E When, in any action or proceeding respecting a
patent that co¡rtains two or more clafms, one ot more of
those claims is or are held to be valid but another or oth-
ers is or are held to be invalid or void, effect shall be giv-
en to the patent as if it contained only the valid claim or
claims,
R,6,, o, P-4, r,00,

Defence

õ9 The defendant, in any action for infringement of a

patent may plead as matter of defence any fact or default
which by this Act or by Iaw renders the patent voíd, and
the cor¡rt shall take cognizance of that pleading and of
the relevant facts and decide accordingly,
fl S,, c. P.4. c.61,

lmpeachment
lmpeachmont d potentE or clalms

60 tll A patent or any claim in apatent nray be deslared
invalid or void by the Federal Court at the instance of the
Attorney General of Canacla or at the instance of any in-
terested person,

Declarat¡on as to infringement

l2l Where any person has reasonable cause to believe
that any process used or proposed to l¡e used or any arti-
cle rnade, ueecl or soìd or proposed to be tnade, used or
sold by him might be alleged by any patentee to consti-
tute an infringement of an exclusive property or privilege
granted thereby, he may bring an action irr the !'ederal
Court against the patentee for a decìaration that the pro-
cess or article does not r¡r wouki r¡ot ccltrstitute au itl-
fringernent of the exclusive property or privilege.

Curronl lo Juno g, ?01 0

Lqst flnendrd on Jvno 17, 20:6

8rcwlg
Conlrsl¡çon
Artlcþr 67.10

at pour interdire ou défendre à la partie adverse de

contlnuer à exploiter, fabriquer ou vendre l'article qui

falt l'objet du brevet, et pour prescrire la peine à subir
dans le cas de désobéissance À cette ordonnance;

þl pour les fins et à I'égard de I'inspection ou du règle-

ment de cotnptes,

et d'une façon générale, quant aux procécìures de I'action,

Appel

12) Appel peut être interjeté de cette ordonnance cìans

les mêmes circonstancee et au même tribunal qu'appel
peut être interjeté des autres jugements ou ordonnances

du tribunal qui a rendu I'ordonnance,
6,ß., çh, P-4, 6rl. 59

Bevendlcatlon¡ invalide¡
õ8 lnrsque, dans une action ou procédure relative à un

brevet qui renferme deux ou plusieurs revendications,
une ou plusieurs de ces revendications sont tenues pour

valides, mais qu'une autre ou d'autres sont tenues pour
invalides ou nulles, il eet donné effet au brevet tout
comme s'il ne tenfermait que la ou ìes revendications va-

lides,
S,R,, ch, P-4,0n. g0

Dófense

19 f)ans toute actiou en contrefaçon de brevet, le défen-

deur peut invoquer comme moyen de défense tout fait ou

månquement qui, d'après la présente loi ou en droit, en-

tralne la nutlité du brevet; le tribunal prend connaissance

de cette défense et dos faits pertinents et statue en colrsé-
quence,
9,R,, oh, P-4, 6rl. 61.

lnvalidation

lnvalldatlon de brevsts ou de revendications

OO lt) Un brevet ou une revendication se rapportant à

un brevet peut être déclaré invalide ou nul par la Cour fé-

dérale, à Ia diligence du procureur général du Canada ou

à la diligence d'un intér'essé'

Dóclaratlon relatlve à la vlolatlon

l2l Si une pel'sonne a un motif raisonnable de croire
qu'un procédé employé ott dont l'empìoi est projeté, ou
qu'un article fabriqué, employé ort vendu ou dont sont
projetés la fabrication, I'empltli ou la ventc par elle, pour-
rait, d'apròs l'allógation d'un breveté, constituer une vio-
lation d'un droit cle propriété ou privilège exclusif accor-
dé de ce chef, elle peut intenter une action devant la Cour
fédérale contre le breveté alìn d'obtenir une déclaration
que cc procédé ou cet article ne constitue pas ou nç

' À ¡our üu 0 luín 2016
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PARI lll Appllaollons H€vlng 0 F¡llng Da l€ on or Aflsr Oclober I , I 99€
DrowtngS
Eætlqnr 82-86

lEl The height of the numbers and letters in a drawing
shall not be less than 0.32 cm,

(0) The sarne pâge of drawings may contain several fig-
ules.

(71 Where figures on two or more pages are intended to
form a single complete figure, the figures on the several
pages strall be so arranged that the whole fìgure can be
assembled without concealing Âny part of the partial fig-
ures.

lSl The different frgures shall be numbered consecutive-
ly.

l9l Reference characters not mentioned in the clescrip-
tion shall not appear in tbe clrawings, and vice verss,

tlOl Ti¡e same features, when denotedby reference char-
acters, shall, throughout the application, be denoted by
the same characters,

(1 1) Ihe drawings shall not contain text matter except to
the extent required for the understanding of the draw-
ings,

Photographs

83 In any case in which an invention does not admit of
illustration by means of drawings but does admit of illus-
tration by means of photclgraphs, the applicant may, as
part of the application, furnish photographs, or repro-
ductions of photographs, that illustrate the invention,

Claims

8¡l 'Ihe claims shall be clear and concise and shall be ft¡l-
ly supported by the description independently of any
document referred to in the description,

85 If there are several claims, they shall be numbered
consecutively in Arabic numerals beginning with the
nur¡rber " 1".

80 (11 Subject to subsections (2) and (3), claims shall
not, except where nece.ssaly, rely, in respect of the fea-
tures ofthe invention, on references to the description or
drawings and, in particuìar, they shall not rely on such
references as: "as described in Part,.. ofthe description",
or "as illustrated in fìgure... of the drawings".

Curronl tu iuns 8,20'16

L[$t ånì6ndfld 0n Mov 1,2014

ñóoln tut lgt þrnwlt
PAllflE ln Dpmrnrrcc donl l! dslo do dépôt n'o!l pê5 ontórourÞ 0u 1Þr oclab¡. 'lgg0

Ds¡uins

^7îlol.r 
82-86

(ð) La hauteur des chiffres et des lettres dans un dessin

n'est pas inférieure à 0,32 cn:,

lOl Une même page de deseins Peut contenir plusieurs fÏ-
gures,

(7) Lorsque des figures paraissant sur plus d'une page

constituent une seule figure complète, elles sont présen-

tées de telle eorte que I'on puisse assembler la fìgure

complète sans cucher aucune partie des figures partielles,

l8) Les différentes figures sc¡nt numérotées consécutlve-
ment,

(91 Des signes de référence non mentionnés dans la des-

cription ne peuvent fìgurer dans les deesins, et vice versa,

(lO) Les signes de référence cles mêmes éléments sont
identiques dans toute la demande,

(l I I Les dessins ne peuvent contenir de texte, sauf dans
la mesure nécessaire À leur compréhension'

Photographies

83 lorsqu'une invention est d'une natr¡re telle qu'elle ne
peut être illustrée par des dessins, mais qu'elìe Peut être
illustrée par des photographies, le demancleur peut in-
clure dans Ia demande cle telles photographies ou des re-
productions de celles-ci,

Revendications

84 l-es revendications sont claires et concises et se

fondent entièrement sur Ia description, indépendamment
des docr¡ments mentionnés dans celle-ci,

6ú S'il y a plus d'une revendication, elles sont numéro-
tées consécutivement, en chiffres arabes, à partir du

chiffre L

86 {11 Sous róserve des palagraphes (2) et (3), sauf
lot'sque cela est nécessaire, les revcndications ne se

fondent pas, pour ce qui concerne les caractéristiques
tcchniques de I'invention, sur des renvoic à ìa description
ou aux dessins. En particuller, elles ne se fondent pås sur
des expressions telles que ( cornlne décrit dans la par-
tie,,. dc la description >, ou ( comme illustré rlans la fi-
gure ,,, rles des¡¡ins ,.

À lour !u 6 luln 2010
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